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Rocky fSauniain Tea Nuggets

A Boe7 MeJioice for Busy People.
Brings (Jjlaea Health aad R»aa*cd Vigor.
A specilte f.ir Constipation, Indigestion. I.i*e
Ke/emn. Impure
and Kklti v Trimble*.
Pimples.

BI-jo-I. B-« I Bre.;:h, Slu<s'«h Bowels. U*a< lâche
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GOLOt* .'«L'CiGETS FOR 7ALL0W PEOPLE

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

If well cured, this makes a bright and
very palatable bay. The experiment
stations say oat bay is ranked as materially better than timothy, the former
containing 4 3 per cent digestible protein and 46 4 per cent carbohydrates,
compared with 2 8 per cent digestible
protein and 43.4 digestible carbohydrates in timothy. Naturally the greener the condition of the oats when cut
the poorer will be the crop in digestible
food. When cut for hay, oats should be
mown as any other grass and treated in
a
similar manner.
Heavy succulent
oats may be cut in the morning after the
then
is
off
aud
dew
kept stirred to let in
the air so as to cure out well. With
warm, drying weather it may be cocked
the same afternoon, and if opened up
and exposed the next day to a bright,
clear sky, possibly may be hauled in
that afternoon. Of course, the essential
thing is to get in the crop free of excess
moisture so that it will not mildew in
the mow. It will quite likely take three
days to do the entire job. One of the
commonest faults in feeding horses ie
the lack of variety in feed. Considering
the number of different grains and feed
stuffs, it does seem strange that every
team owner should not provide for bis
animals a ration that would be perfectably acceptable to their systems at all
times. It is a fact, however, that no
more than 20 |>er cent give what may be
The
termed a well-balanced ration.
other >0 per cent still cling to the old
ration of corn and bay, or oats and hay,
whicb practical experiments have long
since proved to be expensive and wasteful. If you want the best results feed a
ration that contains all the elements of
nutrition in properly balanced portions.
Corn alone ie not a well balanced grain
oats or barfor feeding, neither is
ley. Of the three grains, oats is probably fed more extensively than either
corn or
barley combined. Barley is
rapidly gaining favor as a feed, however, and when properly combined with
the other grain makes an ideal ration.
When you feed a ground ration, you
prepare it for quick digestion. Your
animals utilize it more readily and there
is practically no waste. It should be
remembered that the horse digests,its
food quickly, and whatever ration you
feed should be prepared with a view to
supply the nutrition the horse ueeds.
Your horses will work better and keep
in condition on five or six quarts of
ground feed mixed than they will on
eight quarts of whole grain. Feed a
variety of grains properly balanced and
have it well ground, and you will not
only have better horses, but it will cost
you less money to obtain tbis much-desired result.—Indiana Farmer.

Maple Sugar for Profit.
(From report of annual meeting of Vermont
Sugar-Makers' Association.)
A. E. Sherburne of North Pomfret
spoke on "Modern Methods of Sugar
Making," saying that maple sugar is
now claseed as a luxury rather than a
necessity. Granulated sugar can be
bought for less money, and is pure,
while tbo maple sugar of the market
is often adulterated. Production of a
pure, gilt-edged article of maple sugar is
profitable. Production of an inferior
South Paris, Maine.
article ie often attended with a financial
loss, lie realizes twenty-five cents a
pound for his product, which is sold in
Ε. H. C HWDLIIK,
gallon cane of syrup and two-ounce cakes
and
of sugar. Absolute cleanliness
celerity in handling are the two essentials in producing high-grade sugar, but
more depeuds on the man than is orI will furnUh DOORS and WINDOWS of any I dinarily supposed.
Some men cannot
at
reasonable
price..
Sise or Style
make good sugar under any circumThe boiling plant must be of
stances.
ample size. Most sugar makers commit
the error of building this too small. It
must be of sufficient size to handle all
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inelde 01
tbe sap without the necessity of storing.
OuttMe work, senil In your optera. Pine l.um
ber an<l Shlnglee on hand Cheap for Cash.
Sap begins to deteriorate the moment it
leaves the tree, and ought not to be exand Job Work posed to the action of the air or sunlight. He uses spouts which enter the
side of the tub, aud also tight-fitting
Matched Pine Sheathing for Sale.
wooden covers. He uses tin tubs and
keeps them bright and clean and free
E. W. €H4i\OLi:K,
from rust. Contact with iron, whether
Maine. in
....
West Sumner.
tubs, tanks or pans, will impart an
objectionable color aud flavor, and this
will be increased if there is the least
particle of ruet present. He washes his
cubs several times during the season,
:iud usually reams out the holes. He
boils syrup to eleveu pounds to the gallou, siraius through felt straiuer, and
il quickU abtorbed.
heals while hot; is particular about a
Ci<«* Relict at Once.
thermometer; uses a large instrument in
It cleanse*, soothes,
order to read it clearly. It must be free
heals and protects
from paint or varnish, or an unpleasant
the disea-s^d memflavor will be given, it must be kept
brane resulting from
clean, or the incrustations of sugar
Catarrh and drives
mites and dirt will affect the reading.
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. ReThe New Farmer.
stores the Senses of
(from tbe New York Independent.)
at
50
cte.,
Taste and Smell. Full size
DrugThe change ie overwhelming. The
gets or by mail. In liqûid form, 7â <ents.
York. farmer of to-day is a new sort of man;
56
New
Warren
Street,
Ely Brothers,
instead of a destroyer. It
a creator
has dawned upon him, with astouuding
he can obliterate all tbe
that
emphasis,
forests of a continent inside a hundred
years; can exhaust tbe oil wells aud the
coal mines; can uot only make a garden
of a desert but can turn a garden into a
desert ; can even use up tbe nitrogen of
When you are troubled with your eyea.
the air. The new agriculture teaches
Have your eyee examined by
him that he has all this to reverse, and
DR. PABNENTEB,
that reverse it he can. The future
farmer will eubirrigate bis land, and
defy drought as well as floods. Ho will
become a scientific forester, and every
farm will produce wood and lumber as
well as wheat and apples. A single acre
Come Here.
will produce what ten acres yield now.
Consult rie.
Women will work out of doors as heartily as men; in fact, they will be the
Xtforwrny· Me.
horticulturists anil the truck gardener.
There will be a closer relation between
the producer and the consumer, ignoring
a horde of middlemen who frequently
waste more than ig destroyed by ignorant
THC
and
help and insect foes combined. Under
the alliance with the school the farm
will be valued not only for its gross
WITH
weight of products, but for its poems
and its education. As our schools become places for applying as well as acquiring knowledge, our farm homes will
become integral parts of the garden
school and tbe school farm. The alliance between the home and the school
will become very close. A valley full of
AND AU THROAT AND LUNO TROUBLES.
farms is already the nearest to Paradise
Q IT AH 1ΙΓΓΚΕΒ 8ATISFAOTOBY| that we have, but the future will tenfold its wealth and one-hundred fold its
OB MONÏY BZVTODXD.

Edgings,

Stove Wood and I
Coal at

A. W. Walker & Son's,

Builders' Finish !
—

Also Window & Door Frames.

Planing, Sawing

THE

ANIMAL

THAT

ΒBEN

HAS

CARE-

FULLY SBLECTBD AND PROPERLY FED
AND

HOUSED.

We are now ap to the time when the
which are to raise the early litter·
must be bred. Here is where so many
breeders fail. The selection of the right
sort of sows means the success of your
next hog crop. This selection should
have been made several months ago, but
many prefer to wait until about breeding
time and then do it. If tbeee sows have
had the run of the feed-yards, better get
them out of there, and cut down their
corn allowance, and increase the alfalfa,
clover and bran portion. The essential
thing, after the sow is bred, is to keep
her thrifty, but not overfat. I heard an I
old stockman say last winter at a farm- I
ers' institute that the brood sow should I
be given ample range all the time, and
I
after she was bred she should be fed
plenty of corn. That sort of handling
will make nice looking sows, but they I
are never prolific, and the pigs they do
farrow are unthrifty and hard to keep
alive. Peed the sow rationally. Young I
pigs are not made out of corn; hence I
feed the mothers such food as will keep i
themselves in good condition, and at
the same time supply the material necessary to frame the young. I have best
success in handling sows this
way: I
After the sows are bred they are allowed I
the run of the pastures during the day- I
time. They are comfortably boused at I
night, and I see that none sleep out I
around the straw stacks. This habit of
I
sleeping in their houses should be well
fixed as soon as possible. About two j
weeks before the sow is due to farrow I
she is put up in an individual pen and I
kept there until her pigs are a month I
old. With some sows it may take a I
week or more to get them quieted down
Be patient and be I
so they won't fret.
quiet. The sow must be contented by I
the time she farrows, and this calls for
quiet, gentle handling.—L. C. Brown, I
La Grange, III., in Tribune Parmer.
sow·

I
I
It is indeed wonderful the amount of I
proficiency some poultrymen reach by I
associating with the feathered tribe and
then foist their information "corner'1 on I
Profit from

Layers.

the unsuspecting, humbler members of
the poultry fraternity, who think they
are doing quite well and making a little

Lady Hefty

Across the Water

By C. N. ù A. M. WILLIAMSON

There were endless discussions DeMrs. Ess Kay and Potter, and.
though she seemed so angry with
Mrs. \ an der Wiudt and several other
members of the ball committee for
trying to make a stand against her.
she was perfectly ruthless about the
names she would scratch off the lists
tween

her secretary was continually makin.»
out and revising for her.
I hoard her say that she wouldn't
have dreamed of asking the Pltchleys
if they hadn't "got hold of"
leigh. and that Cora Pitchiey. whatever else she might be. was the cleverest woman iu Newport toi have

ruiieiH υκ tue ^menuau

«

urocuo

ouuutu

artist He came, made a
alterations in Potter's
design and arranged costumes for
Mrs. Ess Kay and Sally. Afterward
when my bill came in. which It didn't
do till I asked for it, it certainly was
was

few

also

an

practical

nothing
for me, but I couldn't help havuncomfortable suspicions,
some

ridiculously
even

ing

small,

a

mere

and I have them still.

Moliuiis-

scooped in all the,honors. Though to
this day I can't see exactly what she
meant, for she uevcr would explain,
Anyhow, whatever the superlatively
clever thing was Mrs. Pitchiey had
doue, there was uo longer a question
of her being kept out from the pink
ball or anything else.
People were
charming to her. and we met Mrs. Vcn
der Windt herself at the chateau at a
luncheon party with a vaudeville entertainment afterward and also at a dinMrs. Van der Wlndt seemed to
ner.
like my cousin, Mohuuslelgh. very
much, too, and gave a moonlight motor car picnic especially for him, with
only a few people asked besides ourselves and the Pltchleys and Tom
Do rem us.

wanted to
was detained in
In one short article before me I
and Mrs. Pitchfilled my intellectual cylinder, now if I I Now York on business
him very
can only retain it for reeling off, grapho- ley and everybody urged
he
phone like, when I get warmed up, I I much to stop, he decided that
flatter myself I may be of inestimable I would. I didn't suppose that Mobunsvalue to those whose erring ways and in- leigh would care for frivolities after all
attention to business have placed them the years he has spent tramping about
outside the wall in utter darkness.
in strange countries, killing things, but
First to learn that a good hen ought
I he appeared to Ik; perfectly happy and
to lay 100 eggs in a year, and they at 15
him so long as the Pitchcents a dozen would yield $1.25 a year I nothing bored
for that hen. I wonder where the leys were there.
When Mrs. Ess Kay was making out
balance of the money is coming from to
feed that poor old ben. It must come the list of invitations for the great
from somewhere, else she wonld have to blowout, as Potter called It, Mohunsparticipate in a "Dr. Tanner fast" only leigh happened to stroll over to the
extend the time an additional forty
Mooriugs aloue. He caine to tell us
days.
that he had made up his mind to stay,
1 find also that there is only a small
profit in hens at best after paying for I nnd why.
"You see," he exclaimed, "I hadn't
winter feed. That is true unless you
make them pay their winter feed and a I an invitation for any special time from
Harborough. It was a sort of standing
good profit as you go along.
I loam that every farm should support thing, given when we met in Damas100 hens. True again if they show a I eus lust winter. I was to come when
profit, but if you have got to feed them II could, and be always welcome—that
a year for an income of $1.25, it would
sort of thing, dou't you know. I cabled
be a beautiful arrangement to work off
100 would I the day I sailed, and didn't get any
some of your surplus oasli.
I hadn't been In New
put you in the hole $25 to $50 a year, so auswer, but
if you had more money to diepose of it York two hours when I'm blessed If
would be a simple matter to build more the beggar didn't walk in on me at tbe
hen houses aud keep more hens. In I W aldorf. Jolly glad to see me and all
this way you could reduce the surplus. I that, but had to bang ou in New York
Again I have always found It neces- for a bit on some business or other.
eary in culling out the old hens to have
Now he thinks he can't get off for a
This writer says you can tell
a lantern.
as what he's got
the old ones by the scaly appearance of I fortnight or so, and
as
the legs. Young hen's legs are soft and on isn't my sort of racket, I might
What nonsense. I will be here as anywhere else, perhaps
smooth feeling.
have seen pullet's legs scaly from the I a little better."
time they weighed two pounds, and I
"What Harborough Is your friend?"
have seen bens four or five years old on
Mrs. Ess Kay, with interest.
Inquired
conexhibition, with legs in perfect
"The new San Francisco millionaire?"
coan
is
not
dition. Scaly leg
infirmity
I "Don't know how new he Is," said
incident with advancing years. It is a
a
and
com- I Mohunslelgh, "or even whether he's
disease
contagious
parasitic
of thing
mon to old and young fowls in propor- millionaire, for It's the sort
tion to the infested condition of the one doesn't ask a chap. But if he Isn't
I a millionaire, he can spend money like
quarters where they are kept.
I'find that pullets will not lay until one, for I've seen him do It. A deuce
about a year old, so the old hens should of a
good fellow he Is; don't know a
be kept until spring. If he had said
better anywhere."
not
do
farm
lay
pullets on the average
"It's Jameson B. Harborough, Isn't
until about a year old, because they do
It?"
asked Sally, and I was quite surwould
he
feed
and
not get proper
care,
have hit the mark somewhere near the prised to hear her ask the question, for
bullseye. I am getting nearly a forty she never seems to take any interest In
per cent egg production and all pullets. a man Just because he is a millionaire,
They have been laying since the first as so many of the other people I meet
week in November and none will be a do.
I
year old till spring.
1
% Λ I
*
"Yes; those are bis initials," saia
—

than the first which decided me to
Ess
give my gracions consent. Mrs.
who
Kay telegraphed to a costumer,
er

[0U5TINÛID.J

j Mohunsleigh had not expected to stay
I more than a few days, but when he

J

Co.
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j found that the friend
have I visit in California

profit.
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New Discovery
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bing promptly attende'!
charge

Job-

Atwootf A Forbn, South Paris.

tie uadn't tu no out of doors. A
covered, winding passage took
bhu to the vast marquee, which was, ol
But why it was the
course, the uiuze.
maze and what happened to you in the
maze after you had got in 1 didn't
know any more than the outsiders.
That was the fun of it for me, of
course, and it really was fun.
Sally had only taken enough pains
about her dress to save annoying Mrs.
Ess Kay. She was a White Carmelite,
with a veil over her face instead of a
musk. But Potter hud mnde α tremendous fuss about himself.
He was
Flame, which he said was appropriate
In the circumstances, as be bad got sc
used to playing Fire to ray Frost he
felt quite at home in the character.
And he was very magnincent lie bad
designed the costume himself, for he
fancies himself at that sort of thing,
and my white sparkling robes aud bit,
scarlet satin and carbuncle embroidery and copper and gold fringes did
look rather effective side by side.
He made that an excuse for insisting that I should go with him into the
maze, although a tall Hamlet and ο
Henry V. of England both wunted to
take me.
canvas

he

Φ ♦

Chapter II
ND

now

1

have

J!

come

the great afiCair.
It is the day after, and
I have been scribbling
down In a hurry all the
tilings that happened to
me iu Newport meauwhile, for somehow most things have seemed to lead

up to that
1 knew no more than auybody outside about the mystery of the maze
The secret was
ami Aladdin's cave.
wonderfully kept, although there was
a constant undertone of excitement
running through the house for days
beforehand, and an army of workmen
were busy In "the grounds," as every
one calls them, first putting up a gigantic marquee and then working inside it. One man told Mrs. Ess Kay
that lie had been ottered a hundred
dollars by a New York newspaper to
tell what was the nature of his work
at the Moorings, but either the bribe
wasn't euough or else he was Impeccable.
All under the house runs a great celI knew this from the first, belar.
cause one broiling hot day soon after I
came Sally took me down to get cool
after I had dressed for somebody's

"at home" and looked like a freshly
boiled lobster. It's a series of rooms,
perfectly ventilated, with rough walls
and cemented floors. One of the rooms
is of enormous size, and there are
stone pillars (lotted about here and
there for supports. There Is one other
that Is rather large, but the rest are
small. One Is used as If It were an
Icehouse. There are others for wine,
and there are some storerooms. For α

Λ young woman In white, crystal gazing
as hard as she could.
week before the great affair men were
working down there all day and toward the last far into the uight. Big
boxes and bales were lugged downstairs and didn't come up again. Not
a hint went around of what was going
on, but I was sure that Aladdin's care
was iu mysterious process of manufac-

wus tired of having conAnd 1 thought
versations like that.
that I would be having much more fun
with eouie one else, for what is the
good of wearing a mask if you are
only to talk with people you know?
"There's something else I'd a great
deal sooner call you," he half whispered. "Come into this little dell

crossly. for I

whero the fountain Is and the orange
trees, and let me tell you."
"I don't want to know," I said.
"Yes", you do. Come along, anyhow,
and I'll pick you an orange. Perhaps
there'll be something nice inside it,
like there was in the toad's head."
I wasn't to be bribed in that way,
but be took hold of my hand and
puUed, so that I had to go with him
unless I wished to resist and be silly.
Several people were coming toward us
around the twist of the path, and ono
tall man ahead of the others, dressed
ver}' plainly like a Puritan, was looking hard at us. Rather than make a
scene I went quietly with Potter, but
as soon as he had whisked me into the

to take a liberty
I thought you would
like tlie little chap."
"1 love blm dearly. Often I should
have been dreadfully homesick If It
hndu't been for hlui. He always seems
to understand If I feel gloomy, und be
does bis dear little brindled best to
cheer me up."
"Vivace is 11 lucky and happy dog."
"Bat don't you miss him?"
For 1 like to think that you
"No.
Vou see, you were very
have him.
kind to me when I was lu a hard position and a good deal down on my
luck. There was nothing I could do to
show how I appreciated It—until I
thought of Vivace, it was our little
talk on the dock about 'finding a lust
dog* that put the idea Into my head."
"I guessed as much," said I. laughing. "It was that made me sure at
once who It was I had to thank for
Vivace. And—I was glad he had been
yours. After what I'd seen you do ou
board ship, you know, I—I honored
fou. And I feel proud to think that—
we are

friends."

"You think of tue as your friendV"
little dell with the orange trees and
he
the fountain, he pushed one of the he asked in a voice that showed
trees and it moved forward in α was glad or excited or something that
calm.
groove, so as to block up the entrance wasn't quite
"Indeed, I do think of you so," I asand hide the dell from any one who
sured him. "And you've proved your
walked along the path.
"That's not a bad trick, is it?" said friendship for ine three times—once
he. "I hud that arranged on purpose." on the dock, once by giving up dear
"On purpose for what?" I was silly Vivace for me and now again tonight when you came to my rescue. I
enough to ask.
"To bring you here and get you to was-really bored In there, yon know

myself. This is Betty's bower, but
nobody knows it except you and me."
Willi that he pulled off his mask and
made as if he would help me to do the
same with mine, but 1 stepped back

to

bored.
be doing good business at seven months Mohunsleigh, looking
i "Then it is the millionaire, Katherold. Many will lay at six months old
but the common run of them will not get ine," went on Sally, quite eagerly.
down to steady heavy laying much be- "Don't yon think, as he's said to be
fore they are seven months old.
such an interesting, original sort of ture.
Yearling hens, not to mention older person and such η friend of Lord
There seemed quite a pressure on
ones, are very indifferent (all and early- Mohunsleigh's besides, that it would be
the atmosphere for days at the Moor·
winter layers in nine cases out of ten.
nice if you gave Lord Mohunsleigh a
except In Sally Woodburn's
They may pay their feed bills but not card to send him for your party on Ings,
rooms, for I've noticed that she is nevmuch more. We must look to well maer excited by social events. They seem
tured pullets for our profits from Novem- the 21»d?"
"Why. yes, thut's a very good Idea of little real Importance to her, I supber to March let or thereabouts.—D. J.
Ryther, Yarmouth, Me., in Turf, Farm of yours, Sally." exclaimed Mrs. Ess pose, comparid with the past, which
and Home.
Kay. "I shall be delighted. I'll give she has always In her thoughts. When
I was with her I felt calmer, but with
you the card now, I.ord Mohunsleigh.
otners or wnan ι was alone iwnicn
Profit by Comparison.
if you don't mind."
for more than ten
of
Many sheep men make the mistake
Lord Mohunsleigh suid that he would seldom happened
sticking at home too closely. This does Je very pleased, but he couldn't tell minutes at a stretch) I was as much
not mean at feeding time, for that time
as anybody.
Partly it may
nt all whether his friend went in for excited
ought never to find the feeder anywhere that sort of thing—had an idea he bave been the effect of climate, for the
else than at his post. But farmers
does make you
rather fought shy of so- ulr in America certainly
ought to get out and visit eaoh other, didn't and
feel always as If something wonderful
Haras well as successful sheep breeders, ciety shows, though, of course.
to happen to you around
more thau they do.
Staying at home borough was a gentleman and ail that. was going
next corner, and partly it was the
the
to
and
and
card
in
and
him
the
send
out,
attending
year
"Anyhow, you
year
effect of Potter.
his own business too closely, a man un- write him a line saying we should like
Potter was most disturbing—and is
consciously gets into a rut, and is likely to meet him." persisted Mrs. Ess Kay.
for that matter. He has the air
to fail to progress, says Farm, Stock and
(till,
the
Accordingly. Mohunsleigh slipped
Home. On the other hand, the man
and he alone, has a
card in its created envelope Into his of feeling that he,
of
sees
new
who gets out
handling
ways
lesson in
aud we heard nothing more of right to me, aud it's quite a
pocket,
kinds
of
new
barns,
and feeding sheep,
between him
for awhile. Then, when I at icasi tact keeping the peace
it
also
beand
new
even
feeds,
perhaps
it their Chrishad forgotten the conversation in the and other men who feel
comes familiar with types of different
to be a little nice to α young
breede. He profits by comparison. He wild rush for pleasttre in which we tian duty
sees in what respects, if any, his neighlived, he said one day to Mrs. Ess Kay foreigner.
bor's methods or sheep are better than aud Sally that his Crleud would be so
Cut I am thinking now of the time
his own. Such an interchange of ideas much obliged If the iuvitatiou might be before the great affair. It really wus
as visiting other sheep growers brings
Harborougb couldn't be u strain wondering what it would be
kept open.
about mutual helpfulness. The visitor
sure until the la^t moment whether hr like aud whether it would be a grand
and
and the visited are both dispensers
success or whether it would fall short
come or uot, but would be dereceivers of information. The man who could
so if he might be uilowed of all the brilliant expectations wheu
gets out has the advantage in that he lighted to do
the mystery would be revealed.
knows what kind of stock different to decide at the last moment.
At last the night came. The InvitaAll Newport was soon talking about
growers have; he thus knows whereto
buy; in this way he suffers no delay, and Mrs. Ess Kay's mysterious fancy dress tions were for 10 o'clock, and people
uHuaily gets better satisfaction. It cer- party, which wasn't exactly a ball, but could uot resist the temptation to come
tainly does not pay to keep too much to was—uohody knew what. People won- hoou after the hour and begin. Mrs.
oneself. Old fogyism and nonprogressthe maze and Aladdin's Ess Kay stood in the early English
iveness are too likely to result. It is, dered about
cave, and those who were asked were drawing room (that's the style It's furmoreover, often cheaper and better to
to be nished iu. or she believes It is) receivprofit by other people's experience than rure they would l>e something
to go through the process of gaining remembered and tulkcd of through ing without a mask and dressed to repit oneself. Receptiveness of mind is a coming seasons, w hile thosç who were resent Queen Margaret of Navarre,
desirable characteristic.
certain that the from whom she says that she Is dever»· equally
not
be scended.
She had another dress to
great mysteries would turn out to
of
idea
When we can get hold of the
The pink ball, put on afterward, so that none of the
and childish.
stupid
raising more big draft and farm horses, which had been the oue absorbing top- guests would recognize her and she
more grain to feed them, as well as a
ic of conversation till Mrs. Ess Kay's could have fun with the rest, but no
good acreage of alfalfa and some poultry iuvltatlous appeared, became a matter one knew about that except Sally and
facl
in
and
be
indeed
shall
β
we
product
Ess Potter and ine.
The most deeir- of secondary Interest, and Mrs.
an agricultural state.
We others didu't appear at first, beable adjuncts to our present agricul- Kay and Mrs. I'itchley both began
cause we had no costumes to^change
tural prosperities are already fairly it
thus early to be avenged.
Potter surprised me one morning with, but by and by, when a lot of
sight. The figures will show that more
delights.
corn was planted last year than ever bewith the design of a fancy dress, people had arrived, we mingled with
to
bred
were
mares
The farm at the Maine Insane Hos- fore and more heavy
he announced that he'd been In- them.
A new Lot
red olovei which
pital at Augusta now baa in its stables draft sires, while alfalfa and
As soon as any one came in Mrs. Ess
in the night to sketch for my
spired
hunon
with
to
tbe
are
being experimented
The best of 118 cows and heifers, according
of Plumbing Goods.
benefit. According to him, I was to Kay would say, "How do you do, my
The
farms.
Β.
Sanborn.
T.
of
prevailing
dreds
good
annual report of Supt.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
an
represent "the frost sprite in glltterlug Lord of Leicester, or my noble Qeorge
Fifty-six of the herd are well matured bigh prices for poultry products
eee this line.
and
rest
The
the poultry business, white garments, with a long veil like Washington," or whatever the person
milk.
Call
stimulate
to
sure
are
cows and
goods.
supplying
No of the herd are heifers, ten or more, not in the form of a boom that invari- a trail of sparkling mist. I thought It might be trying to be. "So glad to see
to.
but in
rather suggestive of a diamond dusted you. You must go and have a look at
however, will be giving milk during tbe ably does more barm than good,
for team.
oi
winter and spring. Nearly 400 tons of the form of good healthy stimulation
Christmas card, but Mrs. Ess Kay the maze. Do yon know how to find
the the business along legitimate lines ol
L·. M. Lonsloy,
You
it? Just through that curtain.
hay are available to feed out and
was ko charmed with the Idea that she
suggests the continued operation.—Turf, Farm and Home.
"Potter will be can't miss the way."
Maine
superintendent
me to have It.
begged
Norway,
for milk,
purchase of suitable oowsnow
broken hearted If you don't, and beThen the gorgeous masker would
at very
A cold, uncomfortable hen will not
"as they can be bought
It will cost you next to nothing." cross the ball and disappear behind a
sides
is
there
that
know·
ample lay. The expert poultrvman
W· Do all Kind· of....
reasonable prices, and
she said.
great curtain of tapestry that covered
forage for the consumption of a largely and aooordingly he feeds well and makei ι 1
JOB PRINTING.
It was the Utter consideration ratb- an open doorway leading to the garden.
fowls work.—Farm Journal.
increased herd."
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and almost tumbled over into the fountain.
Perhaps 1 would If he hadn't
caught me round the *vaist, but inBtead of letting go when he had
steadied me on my feet he drew me
closer to him. 1 gave a twist and a
little angry cry, and just then, to my
Joy, some one from outside pushed the
ornnge tree back in its groove so as

ϋ

Celebrated

artists

did your

minutes.

Potter whisked me away from them
somehow, aud we passed under the
tapestry curtains while one of the two
Hungarian bands Mrs. lùss Kay had
hired played a waltz which made me
long to dance.
"This way to the maze; this way tc
the maze," a mau dressed like a beef
eater
was
lie
continually saying
stood just outside the door, in a kind
of canvas vestibule lined with greenery, so that it looked like the entrance
to a bower.
The passage to the marquee had been
made so beautiful that I couldn't heir
crying out lo I'otter with admiration
Not an inch of the canvas showed, for
we walked through a sort of tunnel ol
roses all lit up with invisible electric
lights. It was like the way to fairyland, and the floor was covered will)
a mat of artilicial grass, like they have
for stage lawns, I'otter said.
I thought when we came to the end
of the rose tunnel we should find our
selves In a big open space in the marquee, but when the tunnel stopped we
were lu a narrow alley between tall
greeu bushes, set so thickly and so
close together that we couldn't see
Above
what was on the other side.
us, instead of the canvas roof of the
marquee (which must have been over
all), a violet mist seemed to tloat. with
a
fain., s»ft light fllterin»·
very
through it, like blue moonlight. 1 suppose It must have been ever and ever
so many thicknesses ot blue gauze,
with shaded lights hanging above, but
the effect was mysterious and alluring.
We had only gone a little way wheu
arrived at a tiny house built apparently of red flowers, and there was
a red light coming out of the oue little
"The Witch of the Woods
window.
Lives Here," said a card on the door.
We pushed, and inside was u room
with a young woman in white, crystal
gazing as hard as she could. She had
also a velvet cushion on which you
laid your hand, and she told your character and your fortuue. Some people
In historical dress were ready to come
out just as we were going In, and one
of them said: "It's Mine. Cortelyn.
Mrs. Stuyvesant-Ivnox must have given her at least $">00 or she wouldn't
we

have come a step."
We had our hauds done, and the
Witch of the Woods told me that 1
had come from "across the water."
but that I would marry a mau on this
side, and then she saw some one In
the crystal who looked so exactly like
Potter Parker that I wished I had
stopped outside her red house.
«

·»...

...a

irnnr

l/\utn(7

were

me?"
"I couldn't

"You're taller than any other man
here. I thluk."
"Meu grow tall I11 the west, where I
come from."
"And strong."
"Yes, aud strong, too—thank God."
"And brave."
"Men are brave all the world over."
"I should think there are none braver

of the

moment.

you—I—well, you're

recognizing

rather tall, you
know, and have a way of holding your
head that—that isn't easily forgotten."
"I'm sorry I'm so badly disguised,"
"But I'm glad you
I said, laughing
I'm so glad, too, that I'm
knew me

I l»egan to have—quite a
out here.
How lovely it Is in
stifled feeling.
Do yon thiuk
this pergola. Isn't It?
we might walk for a few minutes—
and get cool?"
"May I walk with you?" he asked in
a humble sort of way that gave me a
funny little pain In my heart.
"Please do." I said quickly, and as
cordially as I could—far more cordially
than I would have spoken to any man
"It's nice to
in Mrs. Ess Kay's set.
see you here tonight."

on or

trait in th e minute» ou rice paper, or
eilk touts with conjuring shows. And
there was a place where you Ashed in
α small, round pond with maguets and
caught little metal frogs with Jewels
In their heads, which you picked out.
Farther on was a miniature eastern
bazaar, where girls in gauze danced
while you drank Turkish coffee and
of sherbet under the

"But I want to be found now," said
"We've beeu lost long enough.
I.
There are lots of other things to do."
"And there's ail night to do them
In," said Potter. "I dare say we shall
be lost for an hour or so yet We've
been wandering around from one path
to another, and we've never seen the

same

thing twice,

so

perhaps there's

a

lot more to explore."
"You must know." I said. "It wasn't
kept a secret from you as It was from
me.
You must have been through this
maze heaps of times, and of course

you know the way out"
"If I did I've forgotten it" Potter
coolly remarked. Then he changed his
"You make me forget everytone.
thing, Betty—everything but yourself."

"You're not to call me Betty!" I said

All my life I shall be b Iter fjr
having heard them from your lips
You cau hardly guess what It is to me
Perhaps the thing that comes uearcs:
to it woulu 1κ· if a prisoner for life In
some dark pit heard a voice of sympathy speaking to him—actually to him

lien came the entrance of the cave itwas done in Imitation rock
I»'« t I knew that It was the
•vork.
Either the
»ray down to the cellar.
talrs bad I ie:i removed or else covered up with a theatrical kind of em·
lankment that made a winding path
wisting back and forth under a roof
•f the Imitation rock and sloping al-

:e!f, which

ways downward. At the bottom was
ι screen of spun glass made to look
ike a falling cataract of bright waer, and until you had passed out from

K>bind It you saw nothing except a
■low of rosy light tillering through the
Rut when you did
ransparent glass.
■onip out. unless you were a stick or a
tone, you couldn't resist giving an
*01i!" of

surprised admiration.

them.

/

/
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—from a high white star."
"Oh. don't speak of yourself as it
prisoner in the dark!" I cried.
"What else am 1. when I stop to reflect bow hopelessly I must be removed
by circumstances from glorious heights
—where stars shine."
"But there can be nothing In your
circumstances, Mr. Brett." I Insisted
eagerly, "which need remove you from
any heights. I wonder you—so bravi
and strong, aud an American, too—can
Why. you can
say that of yourself
reach anything, do anything you reallj
wish, if you Just want it enough."

covered with sand that glittered like
diamond dust, and there were fruit
trees and rosebushes, rows of tall
hollyhocks and buds of tulips, all apparently made of illuminated Jewels,
tomethlng like the transformation
a pantomime they once took
saying is with us, aud get rich, so a* •cene In
to see. only a hundred times pretme
million
with
an
on
staud
to
equality
Mer.
aires?"
"No; It wasn't money I was thinking
[TO ItF CONTIMiP.D.]
about I've met a good many million
aires since I've been here, but I've
H«ir One Ambition.
seeu none whom you r.eed look upon
What I mean Is that
She wanted a Job, she told the manas your superior.
only to be ambitious enough, ager of the big store, and everything

he's poor, aud has |>erhups 'no;
been able to have as many advantage
as richer men. He ought simply to feel
that he has It iu him to make himself
equal In every way with the highest.''
"You mean, he cau 'hustle,' us the

cause

a
lace on your mask. And there was
»inpmntoirrn;.h entertainment of a bullfight, which I wouldu't look at, and
some martyrs being reluctantly eaten

gether."

a

lug."
whMi sup·
"Oh. I can hardly tell. But for ont· monds. The rough pillars
fMirted the floor of the house above
thing. I've begun to see that a man
were j;reat sparklin? stalactites and
a man like you. for luxtauce, Mr Bru··
The cemented floor was
itaiagmltes.
be
himself
call
to
unlucky
—oughtn't

pushed spoonfuls

him not.
"How do you propose to escape?" he
asked. "This is a maze. The proper
dodge lu a maze is to be lost, and I
So are you. We're lost toam lost.

glimpse of you. 1 was
lure that I should recognize you."
"If I'd dreamed of your being here.
I should have recognized you," I said
might have

Wouldn't you like to see it?"
And we followed
"Yes," he said.
the wl!d party at a discreet distance.
We went into the house again by a
-oiindnlioiit wav and it wasn't until
;ve were In the big hall that we learn•d Just how Aladdin's cure was to bo
ound. On a background of dark red
lowers made Into a great shield and
mug over a door glittered and sclniliated three words In electric light.
To Aladdin's Cave." The letters had
een lighted up only since I had been
(«ne. for I suppose the idea was to
uuke everyone go into the maze tirst.
We had to pass through several
•oorns and corridors, all of which had
icen emptied of furniture and lined
.vith canvas scenery cleverly painted
ο
Illustrate events In the story of
Maddin.
Everything was shown up
ο the time that Aladdin went down
nto the cave at the bidding of the
naglclan disguised as his uncle, and

"Do you, an English girl, a daughter
of the aristocracy, tell me that?" he
asked.
As If that makes any differ"I do.
ence—any real, true difference. I mean
when It comes to the heart of things.
Ob. I've been thinking of suc h matters
We followed the ν ihl port y.
a great deal lately—I suppose because
The whole cellar—at least nil of It
It must be
I'm among Americans.
been turned
that which has put the subject so that was left visible—hid
Into a falrv cave of jewels. The wall*
much iu my head."
looked like rocks studded
"Tell me what you have l>een think tnd celling
telth blazing rubles and flashing dia-

funny cardboard pagodas, where celeorated Japanese artists did your por-

by lions, and Otero dancing.
All the masked i>eople we met were
enjoying themselves very much and
saying this was the best thing for
at
years. And it really was fun. But
last I thought we must have seen It
all, and I wanted to go out. Besides.
1 was tired of !>eing with Potter, who
would be sentimental, though I begged

Sonic one

help seeing that yon
being pretty well forced to do
something you didn't want to do." he
replied, coming a few steps nearer,
nnd there seemed to be nolnuly under
Mr. Bret;." I said.
"1 than you.
the pergola except just us two.
"It's glorious for a man like me t'>
don't suppose 1 had any right to be
hear such kind words from a girl lllie
angry at seeing that happen, but I
though 1 don't deserve them." he
you,
the
on
I
did
what
was.
So I did
spur
"But I shall try to deserve
answered
As for

miPHPlfAfl

going

the ormige tree h>nU.

And people seem to give themselves s.»
much liberty lu—iu their jokes when
they're masked."
"i have to thank the mask:; for bo
lug at Mrs. Stuyvesant-Knox's Iiouïp
touight," said Jlui Brett. "i ou inus!
be wondering how they let me in. < .1
sidering that, on uccouut of the iu::sks.
everybody had to show their Invi·.:'.I had mine
tiou cards at the gates.
But—there rue such thing:;
nil right.
ns newspaper reporters, as you know
to your sorrow. I don't say I nin hc;o
iu that capacity, but I leave you to
draw your own conclus! in*."
"What fun!" I exclaimed.
1 had no right to
"It Is fuu now.
dare, but 1 did dare to hope that I

Ια different green walled paths aiid
suddenly coming on booths where va-

riety entertain ment s

pushed

Then, suddeni}, "1 think this le a
way out," said a voice 1 knew, speaking just behind me. It was the voice
of my brown man. I could hare recoguized it among thousands. Rut when
I looked it was the tall figure of the
gray Puritan who had helped me to
get away from Potter Parker.
I didn't answer a word, not even to
say "Thank you" or "Is this really
you. Mr. Brettï" I Just went iu the
direction he said, and in another minute 1 was out under the Italian pergola, drafted with roses and wistaria,
that runs for a long way overlooking
Then I glanced over my
the sea.
tshoulder. and he was there, but hesitating as if he hadn't decided whether
to come with us or go back.
When I saw this 1 did stop and mumble in a low voice, "It is you. isn't It,

were

you In everything."
As I said that a lot of people came
out of the maze In the marquee by the
exit Mr. Ltrett had found for me. They
streamed into the dimly lighted pergola in their fantastic costumes, laughing and talking, and the beautiful
peace of the blue night—broken only
by the throb of distant music—was

they had passed on.
"Let's join them, shall we?" I asked.
"They're going to Aladdin's cave.

green alleys were only broad enough
for two), but I pushed by them and
went flitting down path after path,
though voices called after me and people pretenaeo to eniver witn cold as

Mr. Brett?"
"Yes," he answered. "1 hope you
forgive mo."
"Oh. I thank you," said 1. "I—wantBut how did you
ed to come away.
know that—and how did you know

"Aren't you afraid of me, Lady Betty,
after your experience of journalists—
since I ve half hln'ed to you I may be
acting In that capacity tonight?"
"Afraid of you?" I repeated, laughing. "As If I could l>e. I would trust

The crowd stopped to speak to us,
making Jokes in disguised voices.
Some of tiie tilings they said made me
feel that it would be uncomfortable to
linger behind with the Puritan when

harlequins nnd queens, kings and
columbines bunting in couples (the

Frost passed.

"Just as unexpectedly," echoed Mr.
Tîrotî in an odd, thoughtful tone. "It's
wonderful that we should meet at all
—Considering everything." Then he
laughed, rather bitterly, I thought

ag:in.

met

Japanese

edly."

gone completely.
I had thought of taking off my mask,
but I was glad now that I'd kept It on.
1'jey came toward us, all In great
«pirits. having a game of "follow my
leader." and their leader, a Chinese
mandarin, was offering to guide them
I was glad
to the Cave of Aladdin.
that the Rame wasn't in the gay
procession. Evidently he had missed
me and gone some other way, or els·
he was too angry to wish to find me

to leave_an opening again.
I darted out and caught a glimpse of
the tall Puritan man, who was apparently engaged In pulling the tree forward so as to close the gap and shut
Potter in.
It was so quick that 1 hardly bad
time to understand whether It was
being done for my sake or not, but I
didn't stop to think; 1 simply ran. I

portrait in five

I said, almost mora to myself than to
tim.
"Some day, if we meet again—and I
neaα we shall, since you bare called
tee friend—perhaps you will let me tell
I shall ask you to
vou about them.
listen—but not now; I daren't now.
The time hasn't come. Only promise
this. Lady Betty, that you won't forget me. that you'll think of me kindly
sometimes."
"1 <lt> think of you very often," I
eniil. "and talk about you to Vivace.
Four little Vivace. ITe doesn't forget,
liow he diil whimper when I had to
drag him away from you that day In
the wbîarla i:rbor at Central park.
This i :)'t unli'.'.e that arbor, is it?
There's wh;t:i;!a I. το too. I believe I
'«ail always tliiuk of that day when
It i.i odd we should
I see v. ,;;.:r! i.
meet «gain nest time in a place so
much tlie «nine—and just an unexpect-

"Come into this little dell where the fountain Is."
"You must be very much surprised."
I had «aid "Yes" before I stopped
to thluk, and thon I was sorry because
It showed that I was thinking he did
uot belong in such a scene as tills. But
It was too late to ko hark, so I went
"It's a good surprise."
on instead.
"It's more than kind of you not quite
to have forgotten a waif like me." he

said.
"I shall never forget you." said I
"Why, of course. I couldn't" And I
noticed that my vpicc sounded (piito
earnest. Just as I felt, but I wasn't
sure that I ought to let him knoweven If he was poor and unlucky—that
I did feel so sincerely about It.
"There's Vivace, you know, for one

reason."
"What about Vivace?"
"Oh. you needn't pretend, because I
was sure you gave him to uie, and I
wanted so much to write to that club
and thank you, only I thought as you
had put no name, perhaps I'd better
not. 1 must tell you now. though, I
can't thluk how you cume to t>e so

kind."
"It was one of the greatest pleasures
I have ever bad. You were kind not
to be offended with me. I didn't mean

you've

and not feel that you're handicapped
by your start, to attain to what you
want l:i life—yes. win tever It may be."
"Yon mean all this. Ijidy Betty?" be
"You have as much
asked quickly.
faith as that in me?"

"Yes." 1 answered, and the stars and
seemed to sing with ray thoughts
It was a
I felt uplifted, somehow.
wonderful sensation, which it would
But 1 had
lie impossible to describe
an exciting impression that Jim Breti
The music of the Hunshared It.
garian band flowed out from the house
His voice
and beat in my blood.

sea

sounded as if It beat in his too.
"You can't dream what my ambitious
arc or maybe you wouldn't say that."
"I am sure they would only be uoble

oues."
"It's true, tbey are noble. Yet you
might not approve. But they're par:
of my life. I couldn't give them up
now and live."
"I should like to bear about them."

about her, from drooping eyelashes to
neatly molded instep, Indicated that
she would draw enough trade, or
ought to. to cover her salary.
But the manager told her that for
would
one of her lnexperl"tice she

command only about ?»> a week.
She accepted this, If It was the beet
he could do, but as she was about to
turn away she hesitated and asked demurely, looking at him through the
drooplug lashes, "Do you suppose you
could make that ?7 a week, so I could
have a little laundry done once In
awhile?"—St. Louis

Republic.

Th· Other Way.
"I heard that Ranter broke down In
the middle of his speech the other
tljiht." said the man who was kept at
home by Illness.
"Xot exactly." replied the mnu who
"The meeting broke up
was there.
right lu the middle of bis speech!"
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Saturday, the family of Mr·. Idi
called to Portland by tb<
mWB· of their mother, who
h«j
ISSUBD TUESDAYS.
critical I11o«m
been in the Children'· Hospital andei
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
the oar· of Dr. Abbott.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, FEB. 1β, 1909.
ball game between th(
Parts tllll.
Gould Academy and Andover team· re«n a aeon
ATWOOD A FORBES, Mm Baptist Church, Bar. β. W. Γ. HU,a.pasW.
tor.
,,a ν1οίθΓ* for Gonld
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45
of 51 »to 11.
Editan ui Proprl«t«rt.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
the fanerai of Mrs. Idi
at 7
Prayer Meeting Thondav evening at
Α. X. fOUB.
tiKOaOk 1ft. ATWOOD.
7 A).
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before Hutchios took place at the Unirenaliaf
All
the let Sun-lay of the month at 2 Λ0 p. u.
Re*. A. D. Colaon, a formel
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited. church,
TtHM —$1.50 » year If pul.l atrlctly In advance.
pastor, officiating. Mr·. Hutobloe wai
Otherwise #3.00 a year. Single copte* 4 oento.
The Ladle·' Circle of the Baptist the widow of Thomas Hutchin· and
All legal adverdacmenta church gave their semi-monthly sapper leave· nine children to monrn the lose ο I
Aovkktuxxixts :
are gl*en three coneecUve insertions (or $1JO
in Cummings' Hall Friday evening, the a devoted mother.
per inch In length of column. Special contracta
Thureday, The Ladle·' Club served
made with local, transient and yearly advertla- 12th inst., to a goodly number of peoem.
ple. Following the sapper were in- •upper and1 .pent a most enjoyable even
Jo· Paramo —New type, fast preaaea, electric teresting exercises commemorative of ing at the home of Miaa Mary True
power, experience»! workmen and low prtoea the one hundredth anniversary of the
Battle Hebbard of Soutl
combine to mak " \hla 'lepartment of our btulbirth of Abraham Lincoln. The ball Pane visited her brother, Mr. Charlea Ρ
aeaa complete and popular.
■vas very prettily deoorated with flags, Pingree, who i· very ill.
Mri Bl'Mbeth Cowone of which had floated for years over
MUttLS COPIES.
Fort Camby, Washington, at the mouth ling Bunting passed away at the home of

®xford

grmocrat,

u^h

THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

—

Single Copie· of the Democrat are tour centa
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patron»
jingle copie· of each leeue have been placed on
sale at the following place· In the County
Sbuitle?'· Drug Store.
South Pari·,
Noyé·' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone'· Drug Store.
Λ Ifred Cole, Poetmaater.
Buckfleld,
Mr·. Harlow, Poet Office
Parla Hill,
Weet Parla.
Samuel T. White-

Frlday.,mornin?·

her son, Arthur Bunting, after an illneu
several months.
Lincoln Day exercise· were held in the
grammar school and the academy Prldav
morning. The schools in the brick
building closed for the long vacation
Friday evening, the people oi Bethel
and vicinity observed Lincoln Day at
Odeon flail with the following program:
L,ncoln. Chairman F. E. Hmnecom
* G
Lincoln In tbe w«r,
Coming Event·.
Mis· Edna M. Luce.
""
Address, Why we Honor Lincoln,
» ε. Springer
George M. Atwood. Lincoln's Gettysburg Address,
March 1.—Town Meeting
Quartette.
March 2.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Weet Pari·. | Sinking, Red, White and Blue.
Lincoln, the Martvr.
March 9 —Supreme Judicial Court. South Parle. Reading, Lincoln's Religious Experience,
Mrs. Frank Hammond. Lincoln's Place In History,
Ê q put
Olhan A. Maxim. Personal Remlnlccencee,
Sinking, War Song,
NKW Al»VKKT13EMENTS.
Members of the G. A. R
Reading, Lincoln's Favorite Poem,
Miss Kdna M. Luce,
Miss Luce. Appropriate muaic by the beat talent in
singing. Father Abraham,
Bed Tag Sale.
to
Maine's
Gift
Lincoln,
town was moat acceptably rendered.
Reading,
at
38.
Your Choice
1Mrs. Caroline P. Harlow.
Cook ά Harris, Moving Picture Co.,
Compound Svrup of Hypophoephltes.
Remarks and Anecdote* of Lincoln.
facta.
Interesting
an entertainment in Odeoc
Rev. G. W. F. Hill.
Legislative Notices.
.. S1!*
π
Personal Recollections of the Civil War,
Hall Feb. 23, under the auspices of the
Eye Trials of To-ilay.
W.
Jr.
Geo.
Cole,
Probate Notice·.
Ladiee' Aid of tbe M. E. church.
Bankrupt'· Petition for Discharge.
Rev. and Mrs. G. W. F. Hill attended
The Gould Academy fair is to be held
3 Notices of Bankruptcy.
Hollow
exercises
at
the
the Lincoln Day
next week.
Found.
school Friday, where their son, Howard
A service of song ia being prepared tc
Hill, is the teacher. Mr. Hill gave a be given Feb. 21st under tbe auspices ο I
Four Encouraging Facts.
very interesting chalk talk on Lincoln, the W. C. T. U.
(From bulletin of State Board of Health.)
a portrait of the emancipator
Miss Anna Lewis will be present at
Pour great facts should cheer every | drawing
in colored crayon upon the blackboard. the Ladies1 Club Thursday afternoon
worker in the crusade against tubercuwork
The library will not be opened on
the at°ry of the
losis; should cheer every person in
of this week, but in- a?
of the Maine Missionary Society.
whose family there have been cases of Wednesday evening
stead will be opened in the afternoon
tuberculosis: and should cheer every
Wilson's Mills.
froui half past two to half past four
person whose physician tells him that he o'clock.
Fickett of Magalloway PlantaL.
has tuberculosis. These four facts form
Dr. Charlotte F. Hammond leaves Au- tion, age 64, died at bis home Feb. 1st.
a silver lining to the dark cloud which
this week and will visit the The funeral service was held at the Wilhas long overhung us. The cloud itself gusta, Ga.,
of interest in Florida son's Mills church. He was buried in
is this other fact, that 150,000 persons principal points
the month of February.
John Oleson's burying ground.
die from tuberculosis every year in our during
Miss Annie L Parris, who has been at
Mr. and Mrs Horace Bennett went to
United States, and that, of us who are
the Central Maine General Hospital for
B > last Friday, and returned
now living 8,000,000 must die of tubercuu r.rO
the past five weeks, has returned to her Saturday.
losis unless we lower the death rate from
home much improved in health.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Ruble went to Errol
that disease as we should and as we
Alfred M. Daniels is the successful Saturday.
may if we earnestly try to do it. The bidder for the contract for
A number of people came from Erro!
carrying the
four facta which form the silver lining
mail for the next four years, beginning to attend W. L. Fickett's funeral.
are these :
first
Mrs. W. L Fickett has gone to Nor1.
Tuberculosis is not hereditary. Jnly
Mrs. Thayer entertained the Five Hun- way to spend the rest of the winter with
is
It
is
That
proved.
merely communi- dred Club at Elmhurst last Saturday. her friends and relatives.
cable from the sick or from rooms and ]
The next regular meeting is with Mrs.
School closes Friday, the 12th.
that
the
sick
bave
infected.
things
Atwood next Saturday.
Joe and Leslie Hart are sawing wood
Children born of tuberculous or conMr. and Mrs. Lee Bridgham of Bar
Κ»801'11» engine for the neigh
do
not
tubercu-1
mothers
have
sumptive
Harbor were guests of Mrs. Bridgham's bors
losis if they are immediately removed
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Slattery, last
C T. Fox is gaining rapidly.
from their mothers and from tubercu- parente,
week.
twosleddiDK for
lous homes. Again, in animal industry, I
Mr. James Chase received the sad
tuberculous cows may be used fur raising
that his niece
news Saturday evening
Edfiar Bennett were the
a herd of animals free from tuberculosis, j
Mrs. Ellen Chase Rich died in Manila
of C. T. Fox laat Sunday.
provided their calves are immediately January 4th of chronic Bright's disease. guests
T. J. Bennett isn't as well at the presremoved from their mothers and fed j
She was the only child of Mr. Edwin and ent writing.
milk which does not come from tubercuElla Sanderson Chase of Dedhain, Mans.
whose
lous animals. Again, persons
l>enmark.
She leaves her mother and husband Dr.
or
sisters
have
died
or
brothers
parents,
Mr. I. H. Berry, chairman of selectRich, who is on the medical staff in regof consumption gain just as rapidly as
ular armv aud is now stationed at Man- men, was in Augusta, Me., Thursday
J on
others when given sanatorium or other
ila. Dr. Rich is now on hie way to this town buainesa.
suitable treatment, and their chances of
The Γ. P. D. Club, consisting of hieb
country with the body which will be
final recovery are just as good.
buried in the cemetery with her father school scholars, gave a fine entertain
an
infectious
Tuberculosis is
2.
Mas.·».
at Dedh^ro,
ment in Odd Fellows' Hall Thursday
disease. That is a very encouraging
a"er ""
John P. Stearns died at his home in
"°d
fact because an infectious disease is a
of
last
Mass.,
Cambridge,
Monday night
preventable disease. There is, however, week, Feb 8, at the age of 47 years, after
"""
practically no danger of catching the an illness of several months. He was
disease from momentary or sh<>rt periods
the son of the late Thomas E. and CaroAlexander is In the hospita
of exposure t*> the infection, as is true
line (Thayer) Stearns, and was born and at Portland for an operation for varicose
The careless
of some other diseases.
his early years in Paris. He had V6!D8.
consumptive patient is a serious source spent
lived in Cambridge since early manhood,
0rd*ay' A· w. Belcher, Geo,
of danger to all other persons in the
and was in business in Boston, at first in r
S· Head and Wil
family or in the house with him. The the work of tile
laying, and later as the lard McKusick visited Cumberland
intelligent and careful patient who fol- head of the firm of
Stearns & Waterman, Lodge, I O. O. F., at Bridgton Mondaj
lows faithfully the instructions which |
manufacturers of fireplace furniture and evening. The first degree was given in ι
are given to him by his physician is altiles. He leaves a family.
nne manner.
most absolutely free of danger.
To ilThere are a few cases of measles ir
lustrate, a person living in a properly
town at the present time.
Greenwood.
conducted sanatorium tilled with tuberculosis patients is in less danger of conThe meteorological wheel of nature,
Hiram.
tracting the disease there than he would I otherwise known as the weather, took
Mother Earth has been quite crustj
be under ordinary home and social
such an unusual turn last Saturday night
s nee the recent cold rain, and our team
The
ditions.
as to deserve particular mention.
arc inclined that way.
As | day was so favorable that the youug stère
3. Tuberculosis is preventable.
Mr. Ernest Tarbox ia in poor health.
smallpox, cholera, yellow fever, diphthe- folks took a ride of four miles, to visit
tftb· our veQerable neighbor
ria, typhoid fever, and other infectious and make calls on a few families and re- η ?
0. Spring, was 91 yean
diseases are preventable and are now turn the next day. During the night it Capt. Thomas
old
is
He
blind and rather deaf, bui
and
so
is
controlled
the
wind
in
the
cleared
largely
prevented,
shifting
away,
his faculties generally. He war
tuberculosis preventable. In our own mean time and soon grew into an eighty retains
aDd selectman
state the crusade against
tuberculosis mile blizzard, thus causing the visitors
about IMS
1863, bat passed some years in
was begun by the state board of health
to think they would be obliged to remain
California and Chicago.
in 188Î». It has been kept up ever since, longer tban was intended or return in a
a business
and even with insufficient means to car- high gale of wind and zero weather.
Thureday and Friday to Baldwin
ry on the work half as vigorously and as | But how little we know of the future! trip
Denmark and Brownfleld.
widely as it should have been carried on, When morning came the wind had ceasHow many young and receptive mindi
we are now having in this state about ed, and then in-tead of its being so very
and hearts will be inspired by the stir500 fewer deaths from tuberculosis every cold the temperature was up to 20 and
themes and winning ideal that hav«
year than we should be having if the rose several degrees above the freezing ring
of way on this the centennial
death rate from this disease were as high point as the day advanced. On return- the right
of Abraham Lincoln?
as it was in 1S92, when our registration ing home they expressed themselves as birthday
of deaths from the whole state began. well pleased with their visit, and also
East Brownfleld.
In the state as a whole the death rate the favorable turn of the woather.
The Congregational Circle met at Mrs.
from pulmonary tuberculosis (consumpA recent letter from D. O. Davis of
Eben Rounds' Wednesday, Feb. 10.
tion) has been diminished more than Micnesota informs us that they have had
Mrs. £. A. G. Stickney and Mies-Stickone-third, and in the state outside the hardly any winter there as yet, a few
of Portland spent Sunday at theii
cities, more than forty per cent. Isn't light falls of snow, perhaps five or six ney
home here.
that encouraging'.' But it isn't half as inches in all, and always disappeared in
The W. C. T. U. was entertained at
vaII πα va m a ν Hn
a day or two.
lie reports his health
the home of Mrs. D. E. Rounds Feb. 12
4. Tuberculosis is curable. Among tirst class and says he could do as much
It was a Wiilard memorial meeting and
106 patients under treatment at The work as in former years, only there is
an interesting afternoon was passed.
Maine Sanatorium from June 1, 1907. to very little to do. His mind is still here
Augusta Spring was a recent guest ol
June 1, 1908, of those who remained as in the land of his birth, but his daughter
Mrs. Mary Spring.
long as five weeks the disease was arrest- clings to him still and probably will to
The people of Brownfleld should coned (apparently cured > in 54 per cen», and the end of life. Mr. Davis was born id
sider themselves fortunate in having
32 per cent more were much improved Hartford Jan. 22, 1832.
such a musical treat as that furnished b.v
when they left the institution. There
We were well acquainted with Hannithe Canadian Jnbilee Sfngers Feb. 0 al
were only six patients really in the early bal Andrews when living at Bryant's
Town Hall.
Worked with him at masonry,
stage of the disease. The disease was rond.
Alice Jones is at F. R. Bradbury's.
arrested (apparently cured) in all of our last work together being the cementMrs. Lynch of Portland was in town
these. Of 59 moderately advanced cases ing of
Bartlett's cellar bottom, some
for a few days recently.
who were under treatment five weeks or time during the summer of 1867.
Our company thus far this week conmore, 40 of them had the disease arrestHebron.
ed, and the other 19 were much improv- sisted of Β. H. Morgan and wife of
Mr.
who has charge of a dised when they left the sanatorium with Patch Mountain.
They reported the trict ofStacy,
the Anti-Saloon League, spoke in
good prospect that many of those would weather quite pleasant for winter, but the church
Snnday.
eventually fully regain their health if the the less one had to say about the travelMiss Agues Bearce has gone to New
sanatorium treatment was carried out at ing the better.
York to spend a few weeks with Mrs.
The
their homes.
The wood cutters tell us the snow in
average gain in
Warren Hanson.
weight of these 59 patiente was 20 lbs. the woods is now about two feet deep,
The friends of Mrs. Henry W. Bearce
and 2 ozs. But it is another story with one foot less than formerly.
of Washington, D. C., gave her a post
the far advanced cases, only one of those
We have now arrived at the middle of
card shower recently. Sixty went at one
left with the disease arrested; but nine the last winter month, hence the probatime and others later.
more were much improved.
This is bility is the spring poets will soon begin
The wind here on Saturday, Feb. 6th,
a strong argument in finding out early to show up, thus contributing much
was the worst for years and considerable
whether you have tuberculosis, and, if toward making that season happy by
damage was done. One of the chimneys
yon have, of putting yourself under reason of their mirth and song. And on Mr.
Melcber's store was blown down,
treatment early whether the treatment is right here let us notice one point in
the roof and breaking the
to be in a sanatorium or under the super- poetry, which is often overlooked even going through
rafters. The vane was blown off A. A.
vision of your family physician. While by good verse writers that of euphony.
Conant's barn, a door in Mrs. Or. Donbetter results for most patients may be To illustrate, take a single line from a
ham's stable blown down, also a window
obtained in a sanatorium, if sanatorium N'ew York magazine:
in chamber of Fred
Stnrtevant's ell.
treatment is available, there is no reason 'The amorous rose beneath the sun's rays «ilea."
Several
chimneys burned oat causing
for discouragement if you caonot go, Notice here there are three words here in
alarm.
because good results may be obtained in succession with
hissing sound, now reMrs. H. L. Melcher went ont to fasten
many cases under home treatment if the move the tirst by substituting snnbeam a blind on
the house, and was blown
patient re'igiously carries out every de- or sunshine, and the line is very muoh down
injuring her quite badly. She is
tail of the sanatorium methods at his
improved. Do you see the point?
now some better.
A short time ago Mr.
own home.
Melcher slipped and fell, hurting himself
is
so
he
not
able to do much.
Here and There.
Albany.
Owing to the storm of Wednesday
Henry Rugg remains very low. His Hebron
Orange held no meeting.
A contemporary has an editorial on sister from Lynn, Mass., has been with
bim
for
a
few
days.
in
the
Pieces
West."
Cent
That
One
North Stoneham.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Swan, also Mr.
editor has done a thing almost if not
were at Henry Kugg's last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton have been
quite without precedent. Rarely if ever Vork
Alton Pernald is on the sick list.
to Romford for a week's visit to Ζ. M.
before were those coins referred to in
Mrs. Banister Grover is ill.
Gammon.
the United States of America as anyin
of
Saw
North
Waterford
is
Mr. and Mrs. Watson McAllister of
Glyndoo
thing but "pennies"—which, needless to
with
his
Estella
for
North Waterford are visiting her parents,
Bean,
aunt,
itayiog
say,they are not
short time.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Sawyer.
Dora Beckler visited
her
Amos McKeen of North Lovell worked
mother,
Nevada, which is so anxious to aid in &unt Charlotte Gumming*, last week.
for H. B. McKeen Monday and Tuesday.
the anti-Japanese agitation th t threatMrs. Prank Grover is caring for Mrs.
Mrs. J. C. Sawyer is weaving some
en* oar pleasant relations with he FlowHenry Kugg's baby for a few days.
very pretty sofa pillow oovers of linen
ery Kingdom, in 1900 had a p« pulation
Dr. Tibbetta of Bethel was in town re- and wool which she sends to Portland,
of 42,335, or 10,007 more than Oxford cently.
Oregon.
County had in the same year.
Dr. Goolidge has several patienta in
Josie Adams is at work for Mrs. Fred
town.
Bartlett at Stoneham.
Blanche Adams is keeping boose for
Slaughter of the Innoce its.
Mrs. Honor Bartlett of East Stoneham,
North Parla.
When we read in the Democat of the
while Mrs. Bartlett is in the hospital at
destruction of our little feather»: friends,
Dea. Dunham is moving hie good· to
Portland.
the wholesale "slaughter of the inno- lis
place at West Paris, and L. J. Trask
The people of this place were very sorcenta." we confess to a hot flush of anger j a moving his
from Bethel and
goods
ry to hear of the death of Mrs. Ida
from feet to head and we felt like saying vill be here the tirst of March.
Hutchins of Bethel. She was a former
but we didn't say it audibly—in gond
Prank Parria is doing some work for
old Bible language that there is a decided [*. J. Abbott in his kitchen patting in resident of this place.
surplus of "damned" fools in tte world, ( mpboards, etc.
both active and inactive. The inactive
West Lovell.
There was a sociable at H. D. Mcwho suffer snob wickedness to go un- Uister's Thrusday evening, the 11th,
Mrs. Olden McAllister went to Portchecked are equally guilty before God,
rith a good namber present.
land to the Maine General Hospital for
and the judgment day is coming right
consultation and treatment.
not
'.he
are
And
only
foreigners
along.
Roscoe LeBaron has to far recovered
are
one· who
among the "iaroned
Mr. and Mra. Wm. Davis of South as to go back to Lovell
village to work
goats." Don't you want to kick some- < Woodstock visited at Β. E. Field's for J. H. Fox.
boot)
wKh
leather
We
do,
10.
?eb.
body?
V. H. and Dana MoAUiater and NaJohn.
Κ. E. Pield and daughter Or» went to thaniel Fox and wife were in Bridgtoo
for way Feb. 8.
Monday.
Oris LeBaron is catting pine for Z.
Born, Peb. β, to the wife of B. F. ElCapt. William Dix of West Tremont,
McAllister and Helen Armstrong is
who is 82 years old, Is mourning the loss vell, a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Haselton of Weat helping his wife who is very poorly this
of his first tooth since childhood. Capt.
winter.
Dix reads without glasses, can walk as 2 Sumner visited at Ε. E. Field's Feb. 7.
Mra. Ε. E. Field and daughter Ora
Mabel Morrel, who has been working
far and as fast as the average man of 50,
for W. S. Fox's family, has gone to Stow
and at the prayer meeting lifts up his. ι ν eat to Norway Peb. 11.
M. S. Bubler went to Sooth Paris with, to care for her sister, Mrs. A. W. Wiley,
voice in song with the best of them. He
says that he sees no reason why he l he Weat Paris Lodge of Odd Fallow· and Mrs. Aloaao Lord is with her daugh]
fab.
11.
old.
100
not
live
to
be
ter.
should
ysars
of the Columbia River. It is now the
property of Miss Fannie Hammond and
kindly loaned by her for the occasion.
The program was heartily enjoyed by
all:
Singing, Battle Hymn of the Bepublle,
Quartette.
Λ Ή res*. Sketch of the Life of Lincoln.
Henry D. Hammond.
Reading, Lincoln and Hie Mother,
Mr*. Fred Shaw.
Singing, Star Spangled Banner,

or
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Seldom has oar oommunity been nor·
stirred «nd saddened than by the suddon and un expected death of om of oar
well known cltisena, Mr. Mlnot S. Davis,
▲boat two weeks prior to hlideoeue
Mr. Devi· slightly injured his bend, to
which he did not give much attention
nntil It began to severely pain him. By
the first of the month he waa confined to
the house and grew rapidly worse.
Everything was done to try to save him,
bnt without avail.
He was delirious much of the time,
and suffered greatly, but later, nnder the
treatment, had rational periods, when be
expressed himself as not expecting#to
live, and finally passed on to the higher
life, Wednesday night, Feb. 10,' at about
midnight He expressed resignation,
and a beautiful Christian hope. The
beareared widow, who is nearly prostrated by her grief, yet bravely trying to
bear her burden of loss, has the sympathy of the entire oommunlty.
Mr. Davis will be a distinct loss to our
town, as he was a kiad friend, an accommodating neighbor, and for abont
at the
ten years has been foreman
clothespin factory of L. M. Mann Λ Son,
missed.
be -greatly
where he will
Among bis friends and in the home circle his loss will be more keenly felt, for
he was a devoted husband and father,
and leaves a widow and two daughters

η· 11 π·ι ι
lira. Mary W. Hinckley ot Bowdolnhini la the guest of her nleoe, Μη. ▲.
W. Pottle.
District Deputy Lee Smith of Norway
made an official visit to Kvening Star
Lodge, F. and A. M., at a special communication held Monday night. The M.
M. Degree was worked on two candidates. Visitors were present from TurAn oyster
ner and South Paris lodges.
supper was served after the meeting.
The Baptist Circle held a social at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maxhn
Wednesday night and a delightful evening was spent The weather frightened
many into remaining at home who usually attend these gatherings.
Mrs. A. F. Warren is visiting relatives
In Auburn and Lewiston this week.
Qnite a number of the members of
Nezinscot Lodge of Odd Fellows enjoyed the hospitality of Mt Mica Lodge at

Soath Paris Thursday night.
The remains of Margaret Bridgham,
the eleven-year-old daughter of R. E.
Lee Bridgham of Bar Harbor, were

brought here for burial Thursday. A
service was held at the Baptist church
after the arrival of the morning train,
oonduoted by Rev." A. W. Pottle. The
remains were accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Lee Bridgham, Mrs. W. H.
Bridgham, Miss Maude Bridgham and
Miss Slattery.

Lincoln Day was appropriately observHe will also be
mourn his deeease.
missed in the lodge room, as for a num- ed by the school, the exercises being
ber of years he had been an interested held at the high school room Friday
member of West Paris Lodge, I. O. O. afternoon and consisting of exercises,
to

by the scholars
P., and at the time of bis death was a reoitations and music
staff. He also and remarks by members of the O. A.
member of the
of Onward Rebekah R. and others.
was a member
An old folks' ball is to be held at
Lodge.
A *
λ'λΙλλΙτ
Qfttiip/)av offavnAnn Nezinscot Hall Friday, the 26th. Invitathe funeral service was held ît the tions will be issued shortly.
The Progressive Club will bold anUnivereaJiet church. There wae a verv
bein« fllied- other whist party and dance at NezinaDd others being scot Hall Thursday, Feb. 18th.
*,
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Irish went to
obliged to sit m the parlor adjoining the
b°°dred mem- West Paris to visit their daughter, Mrs.
bers of this and West Paris Lodge, H. H. Wardwell, Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Dean of South
Pre«ent in a body.
Fitting and comforting words were Paris were in town Friday.
Mrs. Emily Atwood Loring, for years
b* Rev- A· Gertrude
Earle of Dover, who exchanged pulpits a most respected resident of this village,
Rev- Isabella S Mao where she had many life long friends,
of her
ΡΓβββΠί at 'his Service. died Thursday night, at the home
A nnrnn
the sister, Mrs. Carrie Fogg in Lewiston,
"«"'c was sung by
β
After this after a brief illness of pneumonia. The
" Lodge·1 0. 0. P., condacted remains were brought to Buckfield, MonWwt
,
°f their order· MaDy day morning and funeral services held at
a
beautiful flowers
were grouped about the home of ber brother, Asa Atwood.
bwutifni
Md beeide tboee hy the rela- Mrs. Loring was the eldest daughter of
With the words the late Ephraim Atwood and the widow
of this place. She
«'Onr
K'ven by L. M. Mann A of Carroll C. Loring
w
P|,,ow w'th the words was a woman of the highest type of
''Shopmates;'· a crescent from the Christian character and exceptionally
faithful to every duty committed to her.
at Hilton, and a large
Being engaged to Mr. Loring when he
P
«' »'· η»»-1 became stricken with a fatal disease, she
Mo
married him when he was on bis death
ι*.»,
Mies Minnie E. Stevens has returned bed and then for years became the faithfor 80n»e time ful housekeeper and nurse for his aged
et°PPinK w,th her brother's father, Maj. Lucius Loring, until the
in the shoe shop death of the latter; and also for her own
family and
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We understand that she intends to
here with her mother.
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service in the evening at the BaDtiat
mU8ic was furn'ehed by
the choir, and a very interesting address was given by Prof. Thomas Angell
Mrs. Lewis C. Batea prosided, and a collection was taken for
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wae deferred until WedK
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in the world. He was born in
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Eut Sumner.
The centenary of Lincoln's birth was
duly observed with appropriate exercises both at East and West Sumner, of
which a report will be given later. Over
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All Wool

All Wrappers.
Marked at closing prices to
make room for New Goods
now

constantly arriving.
Yours

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

improvea nutrition until the whole
body vibrates with healthy activity. In
a comparatively abort time there ia a
moat noticeable gain In weight, strength,
good color and feeling of buoyancy.
We urge yoa to try Macu-Tone, beginning a treatment to-day. At any time
you are not aatisfied, aimpiy come and
tell ua, and we will quickly return your
money without qaeation or quibble. We
and

FUR COAT SALE !

have Rexall Mucu-Tone in two size·, 60c.
and fl.00. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co., Soath
Maine.

Injured While Tobogganing.
Four of seven yonog people from

insectivorous.
Wednesday, Feb. 17,2 P. M.
It is likely that ou uccount of its beNo. 14, on an Act creating an open time on
ing extremely small it hns escaped gray and black squirrels.
On petition of H. M. Stone and others, resiIn fact, it seems to have
attention.
dents of Otisfield and vicinity, asking that
been overlooked by the botanists also, Moose and Saturday ponds be cloecd to Ice fish-

as we are unable to And it classed
among the sensitive plants.
This is an annual herb, and the entire plant. Including the flowers, is of
It rarely reach
a doep rich red color.
ed α height of more thun three Inches
and is never so broad. The leaves aro
sputulate when undisturbed und present many small tibrlllae and secrete
at their tips u tenacious fluid which is
capable of holding the very small insects. such as ants and the like, upon
which it feeds. When any of these get
lodged in the fluid and disturb these
flbrillae the leaves elowly acquire a
deep cut shape and sometimes curl

up over their victim. When
they have absorbed the insect they
slowly recover their original shape,
leaving only the skeleton of the insect

completely

Tumble out would perhaps be a
The prices we have
better word.
made will literally coax these coats
out the door in the arms of satisfied
customers.
Dollars never did nobler work
than now, the pent-up energy of 100
cents works wonders with this merchandise.
Take time to-morrow to see for
yourself, take no man's word, not
even your neighbor's, when he tells
you of the wonderful bargains, but
come, see for yourself, it's an object
lesson in dollar saving.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market

HARRY M. BIGELOW, Secy.

8 ta te Land· and State Road·.
The Committee

on

State

Lands and

Herald.

facte IN THE
FACE is the way the
Those
WISE ones act.
who look another way at
the trials of to-day but add
to the sufferings of to-morrow.
If your eyes are

Looking

weak, if a film comes over
them, or they ache, or
burn, or bother you in any
way, don't

delay.

In Our FREE CONSULTATIONS
we

tell what you

do—you
like.

S.

ought

to

may do it if you

RICHARDS,

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
6 Plea Mint

St., South Parla, Me.

PARKER'8
HAIR BALSAM

CImbm* tod beta tin*· th* bait.
ProraoU* a luxuriant frowth.
Hera Mia to BmIon Gray
H&ir to lta Toothful Color.
Com mlp dlMMM ft bur fell
JOt.MdaijOOat Dranfati

Meeting

The Committee on Banks and Banking will
hold a Public hearing In the office of the Bank
Examiner at the State House, Auguata,
Wednesday, Feb. 24, at 2 o'clock P. M.
No. 12. On an Act to regulate the rate of dlvidends and interest on savings deposit· In Saving· Bank·, Trust Companies and National
Banks.
H. E. COOLIDGE, Secretary.

calf lined and heavy soles, which we
for
selling
$4.00 ; and a line of Patent Leather Fitzu
and Walk Over $4.00 grade for $3.00; Fitzu $3.50 kind
for $2 50; Iroquois $3.00 kind for $2.00; and a small
The

Interior

Water*.

Wednesday, Feb. 24, 1909, at 2 P. M.
122. On an act to ratify tbe organization of
the Virginia Spring Water Company, and
authorize the salu company to Issue bonds.
Thursday. Feb. 25, 1909, at 2 P. M.
187. On an act to ratify, confirm and make
valid the organization of tbe Mexico Water
Company, ana authorize it to Issue bonds.

act In relation to tbe 8outh Paris
village corporation and to establish a municipal
water system for said corporation.
136. On an act to amend the charter of the
Trustees of Hebron Academy.
an

compiled

his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That be may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from aU

«h«

$1.50.

Special

Trades in Suit Cases.

Ε. N. SWEn SHOE CO.,
Téléphoné

*

11Q-B.

THE RAINY DAY
sure to come to

you

everybody.

comes to

or

sooner

yourself

Why
Ρ You

do it.
a

check account with
save

ue

and

see

your money,

on

when that RAINY DAY

Come in and interview us, make

I

|
I
|

1

Creditors. JOHN

_

kind for

comes.

To the Ho·. Clarence Hal·, Judge of the Dis-1
trtet Court of the United States for the District |
of Maine:
H. RAYMOND, of Upton, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In aald District, respectfully represents that on
the 6th day of December, last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congres* relating to Bankruptcy ; that he has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
with all the requirements
and has folly
of aald Acts and of the orders of Court touching

us

your shelter.

PARIS TRUST CO.,
South Paris, Maine.
Pythian Block.

Market Square,

φ

SPECIAL SALE
OF

Hatchet

Brand

CANNED GOODS.

his estate under said

District or Μαιιτι,
On this 18th day of :Feb., A. D. 1900, on readIt Is
ng petition.
petltJ
ing the foregoing
.be Couru
Ordered by tbe
Court, That a hearing be had
on the 5th day
of March,
a· a/·
utmu tut) MMue
same va*
D.
waswui Â.
«sss/ va
1909, before said Court at Portland, In said DisIn
the
forenoon
and
10
o'clock
that
at
no;
trict,
lice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed la said District, and
ihat all known creditors, and other persons In
interest, may appear at tbe said time aad place,
tnd show cause. If any they hare, why the
prayer of aald petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is farther ordered by the Court, That
he Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, adlresaed to them at their places of residence as

for

We Also Have Some

fall back

1

J In Bankruptcf.

Bankrupt.)

upon"the

Pumps $2.50 grade

how easy it is to

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discbarge.
Dated this 22nd day of Jan., A. D. 1908.
JOHN H. RAYMOND. Bankrupt.
ORDER Or NOTICE THEREON.

$2.50 ; Evangeline $3.00

for

lot of Patent Leather and Gun Metal

a

and then you will have something to

Augusta,

provable against

and

Open

Judiciary.
The Committee on Judiciary will give a Public I
hearing in its room at tbe State House In |

debts

$3.50 grade

can

Wednesday, Feb. 17, 1909, at 2 o'clock, P. M.
11, on an Act to Incorporate the Androscoggin Reservoir Company and to authorize It to
construct, acquire and maintain a reservoir or
ftorage basin on the Magalloway River at or
near the head of Azlscohos Falls In Lincoln
Plantation In tbe Count/ of Oxford for the purpose of maintaining a more constant flow of
water In the Magailoway and Androscoggin
Rivers for uso for power and manufacturing
purposes.
FRED H. BABTLETT, Secretary.

In tbe matter of
JOHN H. RAYMOND,

The

$2.00;

later, it

No.

On

LOT OF WOMEN'S SOROSIS

not make a shelter for

Augusta,

131.

$5.00 kind,

are

It ie

The Committee on Interior Water* will give a
Public bearing la He room at tbe State Houte In

Strictly First Quality at the
Price of Medium Quality.
I

no longer be accorded the protection of
moticb.
Orange and bad always been an active
member till abont three years, ago, when our laws? There is a movement on foot In the District Court of the United Statea for the
to repeal the law of 1907 which put a
he was taken sick.
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
upon the killing of theae rodents,
the matter of
)
etitions are in circulation against this In GEORGE LIBELL,
But Waterford.
{In Bankruptcy,
of Romford, Bankrupt. )
William A. Btaery finished his work proposal, but if the matter Is likely to
beoome acute at Augusta we should
To the creditors of George Llbell, In the
at Skowhegan last week and returned
write a personal letter to our senator County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
home with nie son Willie.
Notice la hereby given that on the 29th day of
and
our
representatives expreeslng
W. K. Hamlin of South Waterford and
February, A. D. 1908, the said George Libel)
Witness the Hon. Clarkmcb Hal·, Judge of I
wishes in the matter. Let the enemies was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first,
he said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
L. E. Mclntire went to Augusta last
of his créditera will be held at the office a aald District, on the 18th
of the squirrel show cause why they
day of F»b., A. D. |
week In the Interest of the Water·
South
No.
8
Market
the
of
Paria,
Beferee,
Square,
the law.
on the 99th day of Feb.. A. D. 1900, at 10 o'clock
ford and Norway Dairy Testing Asso- would repeal
fl. ■.]
JAMBS
JAMES B. HBWBY, Clerk.
Clerl
In the forenoon, at which tbne the said creditors
A true copy of petition aad order thereon.
ciation.
their olalma, appoint a
attend,
may
prove
JAMBS
B.
Attest:
HBWBY.Clerk.
electrlo
road
between
The proposed
Ralph Merrill of Norway ia hauling J.
trustee, examine the bankrupt, aad transact
Lewiston and Portland Is having a hard such other buolness aa may properly oome beE. Melntire's wood to the house.
tone
said meeting.
time
to
a
location.
The
Mrs. Susie Cole has gone to Swamp·
people South
get
b. 15,1901
190·.
Paris,
aoott, Mass., to see her daughter who la where it wonld run don't seem to want
ALTER L. GRAY.
,
It.
la Bankruptcy.
111.

Penalty

We Still Have a Good Line
of Men's Walk Over Shoes

State

BANKS AND BANKING.

Eye Trials of Today

Telephone 106-3.

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

Roada will give a Public hearing In Its room at
remaining.
the State House In Augusta,
These plants grow on the vory low.
Tuesday, Feb. 16,1909, at 2 P. M.
On Resolve No. SS. Resolve for repairs of
flat, poor and sandy lands. They apin
Magalloway Plantation and
pear In the late winter and early Highway C,Upton,
Township In Oxford County.
spring months—Pud'». Gorda, (Fla.)

the
Maine Sanatorium at Hebron while
on
on
Greenwood
Mountain
tobogganing
Mooday, were severely injured. Misa
Bertha Cuughran, from Bangor, a waitone hundred men in town responded to ress at the sanatorium, is suffering from
of
Notice of First
Lincoln'^ call for volunteers to save the a fractured nose and bruises about the
In the District Court ot the United States for ]
nation when its life was threatened. eyes and head. Miss Delia Cameron, a
the District ot Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Ouly about a dozen of them exist in Lewiston young lady, got a severe shak- In the natter ot
)
town to-day.
SILAS A. HTEARNS,
also
bruised
shoulder
and
up,
hip.
} In Bankruptcy. |
ot etoneham, Bankrupt. )
Rev. S. C. Eaton gave a most inspiring Miss Lydia Hawes, another waitress, reTo the creditors ot Silas A. Stearns, In the
address on the evils of the liquor saloons, ceived a bad fraoture on the bead, and
of Oxford and district aforesaid :
illustrated by fine crayon work on the Travers Hacket of Medford, Mas·., County
Notice la hereby given that on the 13th day of
blackboard on Sunday evening, Feb. 7. escaped with a gash on the hip.
Feb., A. D. 1809, the said Silas A. 8tearns was
There was a large and very attentive
Dr. McFadyen of the sanatorium at- duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of hi· creditors will be held at the office
audience present.
tended the wounds, and with the excep- of the
Mo. S Market Square, South
tion of Miss Coughran thinks they will Paris, on the 3rd day ot March, A. D. 1900, at 10
Peru.
at which time the said
o'clock
In
the
forenoon,
be able to resume their duties shortly.
creditors may attend, prove their claims, apThe funeral services of A. B. Walker,
it a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
who committed suicide last week, were
such other business as may properly
Gray Squirrels.
come before said meeting.
held at the Orange Hali on the 6tb.
(Farmlngton ( hronlcle.)
South Paria, Maine, f eo. 13, 1909.
The servloee were eondnoted by Rev. Mr.
WALTER L. GRAY,
pray, have our little friends,
Referee la Bankrupted.
Christopher of Canton. He wai one of theWhat, squirrels,
done that they should
gray
the charter members of Rockemeka

ing

Rill, an Act to regulate the taking of fish
Lower Kezar pond, in Fryeburg, Oxford
CountyOn Bill, an Act to regulate the length of trout
that may be taken In lakes and ponds at nine

I

Furnisher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

"·

Petition of W. E. Sargent and others of
Hebron and vicinity asking for regulations upon
fishing In the tributaries to Marshall pond, Oxford County.
Wednesday, Feb. 24,2 P. M.
No. 9, on petition· of L. E. Bowley and 26
others, asking for change In law on fishing in
South Bog, so-called, Rangeley Lake and in
Bangeley Stream and on petition of Hon. W. P.
Frye and 55 others asking for a change In the
law on fishing in Kennebago Stream.
Wednesday, March 3rd, 2 P. M.
On petition of C. L. Parker and others of
BrookUn and vicinity asking for a law to prevent
the hunting of deer with horns or bells or otherwise.
On
from

I

Down Go the Prices and the
Goods Walk Out.

ing for 3 years.

Inchea.

sincerely,

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE,

Iroung

Paris,

Hosiery.

All Wool Gloves.

test

when we take all the risk. These are
facta whloh we want the people of Sontb
Parie to aubetaotiate. We want them to
Not long ago a prosperous farmer, trj Resell M non-Tone, a medicine prewho lives about two miles north of pered from a prescription of a physicien
Farmington village, hitched np Dobbin whose specialty was Catarrh, and who
and with his son came to town to pass bas a record of thirty yeare of cares to
tbe evening. Tbey called at tbe grooery his eredit.
We sell more bottle· end receive more
and made a few necessary purchases, pnt
tbe goods in tbe sleigh ana hitohed the good report· about Rexall Macu-Tone
horse in tbe sheds back of one of tbe than we do of all other catarrh remedies
churches. Here the father and son sold in onr store, and if more people
separated. Abont 9 o'clock the father only knew what a thoroughly dependconoluded to go home and, as he usually able remedy Rexall Macu-Tone is, It
came to tbe village on foot, entirely for- wonld be the only catarrh medicine we
got his team and walked the two miles would have any demand for.
Rexall Mucn-Tooe is quickly absorbed
to his home. An hour or so later tbe
younger man walked home, never giving and carried by the blood until it thora thought to old Dobbin, still waiting oughly disinfect· and cleanse· the entire
patiently for hia master in the shed mucous membranous traot, destroys and
where ne had been left. When the removes the parasites which injure
man arrived home he immediate- and destroy the membradoo· tluue·,
j retired and no thought was given to soothe· end heal· the irritation and aoretbe horse until feeding time the next neas, stops the mucoua discharge, and
morning when it dawned upon father builds up strong, healthy tissue, relieves
and son that tbe horse was still at tbe the blood aad system of diseased matter,
atimuiates the muco-cells, aids digestion
village.
THE SECRET OF LONG LIFE.
A French scientist has discovered one
secret of long life. His method deals
with the blood. But long ago millions
of Americans bad proved Electric Bitters prolonged life and makea it worth
living. It purifies, enriches and vitalizes the blood, rebuilds wasted nerve
cells, Imparts life and tone to the entire
system. It's a godsend to weak, sick
and debilitated people. "Kidney trouble
had blighted my life for months," writes
W. M. Sherman of Cusbing, Me., "but
Electric' Bitters cured me entirely."
Only 50c at F. A. Sburtleff à Co.'s drug

Wool Underwear.

Ail

When » medicine effect· a core in 96
per cent, of oaeee, end when we offer thet
medicine on onr own personal guarantee
that it will cost the uaer nothing if it
does not care Ceterrb, it 1· only reasonable that people ahonld believe ni, or at

HERB.

teîtalniS®/* j,P6nt
whÎô

CUBS CAT ΛΑΒΗ.

Gtitlon

emy, Bethel.
Io 1861 he enlisted in Co. G, Tenth
his
c®lebrated
81st Maine
Infantry, takiDg part in a numbirthdav
8 by a family reunion of ber of the bard
fought battles and camκ
hi. brothers
his
and sisters at his home
paigns of the war. In the battle ol
tbe day a«d were en- Cedar
Mountain, be was slightly wounded. At the expiration of his term of enlistment be again enlisted, in the Third
Maaeachusetts Cavalry, was promoted
first lieutenant for meritorious service,
and served till the close of the war.
of ,beir a<?e.
In 1871 be emigrated to Texas County,
S' 1,1(500 bae a few apples
Missouri, in whioh state he thereafter
left
in the eum®er made his home. For a time he
engaged
season of 1907, which are quite a won- in
farming, and then turned his attentoken
bas
been
to
Ρ*,ηβ
tion to journalism, being for a long time
keen
7°"Γ correePondent was publisher of
the
Crawford County
to
sound
and
given on.
good
Mirror. He had a literary turn of mind,
the
trlfle withered on and was several times
poet of the Misone side
U taeted souri Press Association.
well tue flavor being about half
very
ry well,
Although a Republican in a state then
Democratic, Mr. Russell achieved
firmly
It IS a small red apple and goes bv th« honors in
political life. He served in the
ωί »"
w
of Missouri, and was later foi
legislature
" P aCe' ,0™erll' °"»<1 some time
a
sergeant-at-arms in the House
by Mr BacoD
of Representatives of Congress. At the
time of his death he was deputy collector
of internal revenue at St. Louis. His
home by tbe illness of Mr. Davis
final illness was of only three days' duration. A surgical operation was underLovell.
taken to relieve him, but he lived only s
Mm. 0. C. Eastman of Fryeburg has short time after it was
completed. His
visited here recently.
funeral, to whioh there was a large outThe funeral of Mr. James C. Stearns,
pouring, was in charge of the Masons,
who died the eighth inst., was attended and with
military honors.
on Wednesday from the home of his
The eulogies spoken at his funeral
Mrs.
C.
R.
Mr.
Pottle.
daughter,
paid high tribute not only to Mr. RusStearns was 68 years of age, was born in sell'· talent and
ability as poet and
this town and always lived here.
He
orator, but to bis unselfishness, bis love
was a veteran of the Civil War, a memof home and country, and his many enber of Parker Post, G. A. R., of Delta
R.
nobling traits.
Lodge of Masons, and a member and
trustee of the Congregational church.
Lincoln Day at Hfbron.
He will be much missed by relatives,
The Lincoln centenary wm observed
friends and neighbors.
at Hebron Academy Friday when the
The town schools closed the winter
following program was carried ont:
term Friday, the 12th instant.
1. Λ merle*.
Sung by the Student·.
Dr. Smith Baker will lecture at the 2. Biographical Sketch.
and
delivered
Written
by A. W. Newcombo.
church
in
the
on
village
Congregational
Hannibal HamUothe evening of the 25th inst. Subject, 8. Life of
Written and delivered by Edna Benson.
Mr. Sargent.
"Humbugs.'· The proceeds of the lec- 4. The character of Lincoln.
ture to be in aid of repairs on the 5. Springfield Address.
Delivered by Clarence Brown,
church.
William Knox.
β. Mortality.
The ladies of the Congregational CirRead by Arthur Minister.
cle at the Centre will give a supper at 7. Battle Hymn of the Bepubuc.
Sung by the Students.
Odd Fellows' Hall at No. 4 Wednesday
8. Second Inaugural Address.
Delivered by J. E. Phtloon.
evening.
The annual meeting of the Independent 9. "O Captain t My Captain I"
Head by Lucy O. Teague.
Telephone Co. was held Tuesday and 10. Violin Solo.
Carl S. Brig».
the following offioers chosen:
Accompanied by Leah Hozle.
11. The 8entlment of the Country at the time of
Director»—C. 8. Jones of Sweden : W. C. BasLincoln's Martyrdom. A. R. Crane, D. D.
eeu and Ο. E. Andrews of Lovell: E. W. Jones 12.
Tenting Tonight on the Old Camp Ground.
of North Fryeburg and Arthur Shirley of East
Lee Walker.
Conway.
President—C. E. Jones.
Preceding the above program the
Clerk—W. C- Baesett.
Pannie Donham Stearns memorial clock
Treasurer—Ο. E. Andrews.
was presented to the academy by Its
Auditor—Preston B. Walker.
Collector and Lineman—Clarence Ε la.
donor, Henry K. Stearns, and received
Dr. ▲. R. Crane.
The company ia in
good condition by

proved.

The Main· Central li now making ex·
with its new oil-burning
périment») runs
looomotiTM, which are to be need in the
wood· wbere there is special danger of
setting Are.
Pleasant Monntain in Denmark and
Bridgton has been purchased by tbe
Appalachian Mountain Club, and will
hereafter be a favorite point for tbe outings of tbe olnb.

M. HYDE DBUG

B.

THE

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all persona Interested In either of the estate·
hereinafter named :
store.
At a Probate Court, held at Bnraford, tn
and for the County of Oxford, on the second
in
Llvermore
There Is a fine residence
Tuesday of Feb., In the year of our Lord one
Falls owned by Mr. and Mrs. March, thousand nine hundred and nine. The followmatter navlng been presented tor the action
of
name
tbe
ing
ladles
with whom two
by
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby
Frost reside, while upstairs, the house Obdkbkd:
Is occupied by a family by tbe name of
That notice thereof be given to all persons Incausing s copy of this order to be
Winter, and notwithstanding tbe frigid- terested bythree
weeks successively In the Oxpublished
ity these names suggest there probably ford
Democrat, a newipaper pubUsned at South
isn't a warmer home in town.
Parts, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Paris, on the
third Tuesdty of March, A. D. 1909, at 9 of the
REVOLTS AT COLD STEEL.
clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
"Tour only hope," said three doctors they see cause.
to Mrs. M. E. Fisher, Detroit, Mich., sufMerrill Parian·, late of Bnckfleld. <lefering from severe rectal trouble "lies in ceased ; will and petition for probate thereof presented
Dr.
I
used
by Hannah J. M fartons, the executrix
an operation." "then
King's
therein named.
New Life Pills," she writes, "till wholly
Josephine E. Dudley, late of Woodstock,
cured." They prevent Appendicitis,
and petition for probate thereof
Headache. 25c at F. deceased: willJohn
J. Goody, the executor therefather, "Uncle Ephraim," as he was cure Constipation,
by
presented
store.
<fe
Co.'s
A.
Shurtleff
in named.
drug
familarly known by the entire communHarry C. Forbes, late of Buckfield, de
ity. For several years Mrs. Loring has
The Portland Water district reports
ceaee<t; petition that Ida M. Forbes or some
made ber home with her sister in Lewisof 979,138 for 1908 as against other suitable person be appointed administrator
profits
of
Asa
was
the
sister
ton. Mrs. Loring
for 1907 when the system was of the estate of said deceased presented by Ida
Atwood and the late Wallace W. At- 952,752
The office M. Forbes, widow.
under private ownership.
of
and
a
half-sister
Charlee,
wood,
Jan· Green, late of Woodstock, deceased;
salaried have been reduced from 920,860
Clarence and Arthur C. Atwood and
will and petition for probate thereof and the
to 99,934 by the change of ownership.
appointment of ▲. Mont Chase aa administrator
Mrs. Carrie (Atwood) Fogg.
with the will annexed presented by Thomas
Green, widower.
WASHINGTON ONCE GAVE UP
Norway Lake.
Harvey Kenney, late of Dix lie 1<I, deceased;
in bed for
Mrs. Walter F. King nee Evelyn Part- to three doctors; was kept
final account presented for allowance by John
Blood poison from a spi- N. Thompson, administrator.
s five weeks.
for
11th
to
her
father's
Feb.
came
ridge
sores to covvisit. It has been more than three der's bite caused large, deep
Daniel B. Keen·, late of Sumner, deceased ;
The doctors failed, then
er his leg.
for order to distribute balance reraainyears since she vieited her old home.
Salve
"Bucklen's Arnica
completely f in his hands presented by John H. Robinson,
Colds prevail very much round here.
administrator.
of
John
writes
Washington
Mr. Elmer T. Dunn seems to be gain- cured me,"
Charte· H. Bfnssy, late of Canton, deBosquevilie, Tex. For eczema, bolls, ceased
ing some.
; final account presented for allowance by
25c at F.
it's
and
burns
supreme.
piles
Our school observed "Lincoln's Day"
Dennis J. Byther, administrator.
&
store.
Co.'s
Sburtleff
A.
drug
with appropriate exercises the afternoon
Emma L. Uabbell, late of Dlxfleld, deof Feb. 11th.
ceased ; final account presented for allowance by
alsc
Woman's
Club
The Norway Lake
George Walter·, administrator.
CURIOUS FLORIDA
observed the day. The club met witl
ADDISON B. HEBRICK, Judge of said Court.
▲ true copy—attest :
Mrs. Horace Perry.
Red Plar.t Which Feeds Upon Ants
ALBERT D. PABK. Register.
Mrs. A. D. Eilgore has improved sc
and Other Insects.
much that she has ridden out twice, a
are
there
knows
Almost everybody
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES.
short distance.
euch tliiugs as insectivorous or carnivorous plants, but It is doubtful if many
The Late Ben F. Russell.
Inland Fisheries and Gam·.
Although his death was noted, no ex know we have any sueb plants growThe Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game
tended notice has appeared in the Demo ing rlffht here in eoutheru Florida. will give a Public hearing In Its room (office of
crat relative to the life and services ol Nevertheless there is η plant, or, rath- Fish and Qame Commissioners) at the State
House in Augusta,
Ben F. Russell, who died in St. Louis, er, herb, growing here which is really
At their room (office of Fish and Game ComMo., Oct: 25th last. Mr. Russell was at
missioner·) State Houae,

health Oxford
County boy who had achieved
Mrs.

Tb· story of » flook of 50 robins oomes
from Bath, bat oobodj li obliged to believe It

Week!

This

Interesting Pact·.

Mal·· New· NUM.

EttmKnmTCôn!

10 per cent, discount on
en lot.
Assorted to suit.
See Our Window

one

Display.

doz-

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,

gbt ΦχίανΛ iJcmocxaL

at

va sis fust

7:30

Hour·

Oflc·

0*A*D

A.

TRUNK RAILWAY.

Commencing September 27, 1908,
SOUTH

ΡΛ&Σ9

Going down^easD-i:» A. M„ daily;» JO Α. M.
4 Si P. ».. daily.
j»llv except Sunday ;
tiôlng up (west)—».-30 a. P.a., dally ; 3.-2U P. ».
8:17
»., daily.
tally except Sun-lay;
CHCBCHB».

First < ongregatlonal Church, Rev. A. T. Mc
\V bolter. Pastor. Preaching service. 10:45 Α. M ;
T. P. S. C. Ε. βΛ
n il) School 11:43 A. M.;
Evening service 7:00 P. ». ; Cliurcl
M
y
at 7 3υ ρ μ
Wednesday
evening
meet'ng
yraver
λ l.'m* otherwise connected, are cordially In
vît·-!
M. ilx-dlst Church, Rev. T. N. Kewlev, Pastor
S>.I1 :ay. mvrnl:i* pravermeetlng 10 Ό0 A. ». :
îirv.ichtns service 1Û:45 A. »., Sabbath Schoo
!: ν
t'pworth League Meeting β 00 p. m
··. »-,er meeting Wednesday evening 730; clasi
•neetlng Prtday veulng 7:30.
lUpUst Church, Rev. J. Wallace Cheebro
Castor. On Sunday, preaching service 10:4ό a
^alibnth Schoof 12 ». ; Y. P. 8. C. Ε ,<5:15 Ρ
m.
η
prayer meeting 7 ΙΌ P. ». ; Wednesday even
Seats free.
All an
!
rayer «ervlce 7 JO.
welcome.
V U vrillai Church, Rev J. H. Little, Pastor
Prcaihlng service every Sunday at 10:45 a. *
Sunday School at 12 ». Junior Union at 3:3»
Y. P. C. U. at 7 P. ».
r χ
<

_

STATED MKXTIXUS.

Rcgalai
1 A. M.—Pari Lodge, No. »4.
evening on or before fullinoon
u 'e'lng Tues la
I. O. O. P.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet
'.age, Thursday evening of enca week.—Aurort
tiucampment, ilrst and thirl Monday evenlngt
tf each month.
D. of R.—Mount Pletsan Rebekah Lodge, No
>. meets second and fourth Fridays of eacb
•nont!» In Odd Fellows' Hall.
No. 143, rneete
.. A. R.—W. K. Kimball Post,
t and thirl Saturday evenings of each
Hall
m nth, tn M. A. R.
Wra. K. Kimball Circle, Ladles of the G. A.
'. fleets first *nd thirl Saturday evenings of
e»--n month. In Urand Armi Hall.
meets
■> .·' V —Joshua L. Cham>er!aln Camp
-t .in'ι third Tuesday evenings of each month.
I' >f II.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
the
ew first and third -Saturday; during
liiuler of the year, meets every Saturday, In
re
^ .-nage Hall.
U.C.— Second and fourth Mondays of
V.
month.
et
P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1,
ν Ε. Ο
t -econd and fourth Wednesday evenings
χ.
of ach month.
1'.—Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every
rr a> venlng at Pythian Hall.
Κ

··

M
m

P. Ε Hathaway is visited by her
er. Mrs. Wing of Waterville.

»;.trge A. Briggs was at Gray fora
iays last wetk visiting his sisters.
1' tj married ladiee' whist club was

fi

»

Friday

t. rMmed

,·

afternoon

Κ llatbaway.

by

Mrs. P.

Mri Α. XV. Walker has returned from
sit f ten days to her daughter, Mrs.
JVn> Kankin. at Welle.

a ν

Alton C. Wheeler spoke Thursday
afiern· m a; the Lincoln memorial exerN'orway High School.
U. Crockett of the Paris Manu
ι.,
ia
,η4; Co. is away on a business trip
in the interest of the company.
Ut

Rebekah degree team
rehearsal Friday evening of
Will all the team bear this

casant
tve

«

th

s w.

m

m

<

k.

a

nd.

Κ Bolster and his grandson, Will
Mr.
visited
l'ierce, of Woodfords,
r's brother, X. D. Bolster, one day
;i S
last week.
y

The date <>f the legislative hearing
the > >uth 1'aris water bill has been
d fioa the 33d to the 2.">th, at 2
'clock p. m.

on

.Mrs. Alton l/.
:rn for a few

» neeier uae

uitu

<»i

,iU·

«Jays with her father, Mr.
Hayes, while Mrs. Hayes wax uecessarily
absent from home for a while.
Î·

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
l.f-iter West this Tuesday afternoon;
subject "Our Promoted Leaders." A
eo lfction will be taken for the memorial
fund.
Mi-«e* Addie and Lottie Giles enterrained seven of their girl friend» at their
b aie last Monday evening. Flinch and
other games were played, and refreshments were

served.

Κ Hertised letters in South Paris poet
office Feb. Ιό, 1900:
M Its Lacy V. Front.
Mrs. L. Β Curtis
V ·'. Maury Wheeden.
James Lewis.

I

J

This is a fact worthy of note. Mise
Ruth Farrar, a young miss of nearly
1' years of age, a pupil of the High
commenced attending school
ί>. !ιουΙ,
w hen about tive years of aye and missed
her tiret full day last Thursday, and that
on account of illness.
The Seneca Club, which met with
M'*s Wheeler last Monday evening, carried out its programme on Eugene Field
in the main, some slight changes and additions being made. A delicious lunch
guests
was served by the hostess, the
tiodmg their seats at the table bv means
of dainty little hand painted place cards.

Dr. Ο. Κ Yates of West Paris was in
The doctor tells the
t wn Saturday.
Democrat that he is seventy-six years
<»Id,—although we say he looks at
least ten years younger—and has ridden
in his practice in all kinds of weather
He says he never
every day this winter.
has an ache oor a pain of any kind but
enjoys perfect health.

The continued hearing in the bankruptcy case of Ezra C. Staples of Peru
was held at the office of Walter L. Gray,
referee in bankruptcy, Wednesday. It
will be recalled taat at the former se**ioc
Mr. Staples testitied to losing $3500 in
currency from his hip pocket in Boston.
At the session last Wednesday the examination of Mr. Staples was continued
rather more fully in detail than before,
but there were no new developments.
TeleThe Citizens' Telephone and
graph Co., formerly an association, succeeded last Monday evening in effecting
a:> organization under its incorporation,
and effected one good reform at the start
by making its name simply Citizens'
Telephone Co. New by-laws were adopt
ed. After the election of officers and the
transaction of other business, adjourn
ment was made to the evening of Marcti
1st. The officers are as follows:
I'reelilent— Walter L. ttray.
Clerk ami Treasurer—Charles W. Bowker.
IMr» < tor*—Walter L. Grsv, W. F. Callwell
T. f. Thlboleau, J. F. Plumber, A. L. Holme*

native of Paris who has not beer
here for forty years is Thomas X. Stow
eli who was here a few days last week
cabling on old friends and army com
ol
rades. Mr. Stowell was the son
\. Stowell and the grandson ol
W'.Iiam Stowell, both of whom occupied
as a homestead the farm where Α. Β
Talbot now lives. Thomas N. Stowell,
of the third generation, enlisted in tb<
Thirteenth Maine Infantry in 1861, wai
sergeant in that regiment, and was latei
transferred to a regiment of colore<
troops with a commission as first lieuten
ant. After the war he lived on the ol<
homestead about three years, then sole
the place and went west. He has live*
in various places in the West and South
west, for the past few years having run ι
ranch in southern Colorado, which hi
has now sold. He went from here t<
rarmington, where he basa sister living
and expects to remain In this part of th
country for the present at least.
A

^omas

Mt. Mica

Lodge entertained

some ove

hundred visitors at its meeting Thurs
day evening, there being a large delega
'ion from West Paris Lodge, and also
good representation from Nezinsco
J dge of Buckfield. Although Monam

a

Lodge of Mechanic Falls was unable
accept the invitation extended to them
their lodge was represented as were ale
a large number of other lodges.
Suppe
was served
to the visitors in Gram
Army Hall at 6:45, after which ther
wa* the regular lodge meeting and th
working of the second degree by the d«
Thi
eree staff of West Paris Lodge.
lodge has established a very high repu
tation for itself in the working of thi
degree, but it more than came up t
t

I

was expected of it, both ritaal am
lMor work being of the highest ordei
la the remarks made after the worl
several of the brothers compliment»
the West Paris team by saying that I
*as the finest work they had ever see
Ί >ne in the second degree. The prei
ence of a large number of the oldf
members of the varioos lodges made th

*hat

evening

especially

pleasant.

Brothf

Russell of Woodstock came with W«
«'■iris Lodge and confessed to the age c
M
Brother Merrill of North Waterfor»
well over 70 years of age, was as livel
®V0r. and Brother Shartleff of M
Mica Lodge and several others wei
among those whoa· interest in Odd Fe
iowship seems to increase as their yeai
»d»Mc· in namb«r.

J*

gneet

Lincoln
TBIBUTBS

Centenary

PAID

TO

THB G BEAT

Miss Hattie Haskell is visiting friends
in Waterville for a few weeka.

ornat.

». to 7 30 ί. M.

ΤΚΛΙΚΒ L*AVTt

»

The Delta Alpbaa meet at Mra. H. A.
Morton's Thursday evening.

SOUTH PABIS.
south

Μη. L. P. Swett of Bangor ia
Benj. Swett'·.

ExercUes.

THB

ΜΚΜΟΒΥ

Orange.

OF

PBK81DK5T.

LINCOLN DAT.
rOBSNOOM.

Hoiks.
Interest in the Lincoln centenary *u Business.
reading· and quotations by member· of
Annual meeting of tbe Bereana at the manifested by the audience which filled Select
tbe Grange.
Methodist veatry this Monday evening. New Hall Friday evening to participate
AFTBKMOOM.
in the exercise· in observance of th«
Mrs. O. A. Bpragoe.
Instrumental music,
Tbe Delta Alphaa will aerve a supper
hundredth anniversary of the birth oi Solo,
"The Sword of Banker HU1.M
at the M. E. church Thursday, Feb. 25.
J.N.Irish.
Abraham Lincoln. The aflâir waa un Lincoln's favorite potm,
Mra. Fred Emery and daughter Helen der the joint auspice· of William K. Paper, Abraham Lincoln,
Lirermore.
B. A. Byerson,
of Rumford Falls are euesta at W. D. Kimball Poet, G. A. R., William K.
All of which wm carried oat without
Kimball Circle, Ladles of the G. Α. R.,
Clark's.
a skip or a break—minus the quotations.
and Joshua L. Chamberlain Camp. S ol
As Lincoln haa been before the world
Friday evening of this week ia tbe V. The
was becomingly adorned
stage
and in the hearts of men for more than
date of "Tbe Deacon," tbe drama prewith flags and bunting, and two porit woald be bard to add anysented by tbe senior class of tbe high
traits of Lincoln stood on easels at tbe fifty years,
new—if trne. And yet those who
school.
thing
right and left of the speaker's table.
take a torn at the kaleidoscope are
Tbe Fan-Tans will have their monthly
Walter L. Gray, Esq., presided at the
apt to form some new and atpretty
to
orand
called
the
exercises,
this
week Thursday evening inassembly
supper
tractive combination·. It conid not
stead of Tuesday. Supper will be serv- der at 7:45. A fervent and patriotic
well be otherwiae with ancb a subject
ed at 6:30 prompt.
prayer was offered by Rev. J. H. Little. It is true of Mr. Ryeraon's ''combinaThe audience then joined in singing
tions." He is a fine speaker and waa in
Miss Anna Lewis, field secretary of the
America, led by the choir, which wae full
Maine Missionary Society, will speak to
sympathy with his subject, and
of Mrs. H. E. Wilson, Miss
composed
from his heart and bearta respondthe ladies of the Congregational church
•poke
Tolman, Mr. Sessions and Mr. Briggs.
ed. Mr. Ryerson is not a professional
in the vestry, Saturday, Feb. 20, at
was
read
address
Lincoln's Gettysburg
mao, bat jast a farmer, and if he is as
2:30 P. M.
by Chairman Gray.
a farmer as he is speaker, his
good
MissS.
M.
Wheeler
"Do
They
Miss Olive Swett, who has been at her
sang,
are in good repair, hia land is
buildiugs
at
Home?"
Miss
Me
will
home here on account of ill health,
and his bens lay, and his
productive
and
of
A
Lincoln
to
very pleasing story
return to Newton, Mass., Thursday,
cows chew the cad of contentment.
the Confederate officer, In connection
iu
a
hosas
nurse
course
her
complete
There were no bounds, no limitationa
with the Gettysburg address, wss repital there.
to Lincoln's sympathies, but they reachviewed by Miss Rounds.
ed away and away to the farthest skyThere will be a social at tbe Baptist
Rev. A. T. McWhorter spoke, especialthere are none
vestry next Thursday evening. Enter- ly for the benefit of the younger portion line of souls. That fact
to dispute. The name of the author of
tainment will consist of music, recitaof the audience, of the causes of the
well
that he mem
so
liked
the poem he
tions and games. Admission, 5 cents,
war, the work of the private soldier, and
orized it and would repeat It to his
our usual circle fee.
the present magnitude and glory of the
friends, be did not know. The author's
ladies1 night will be observed by Union which Lincoln saved to us, K'v'og
name was Knox—William Knox, a ScotMount Mica Lodge, I. 0. O. F., Tuesday eome interesting figures by way of llHistish poet, born in 1789, died in 1825, and
of
week.
this
The
Rebekabs
evening
in himself what be had written,
and their ''brothers'' have also been inby Clyde Hebbard, "Lin- proved
which needed and needs no proof.
coln's Boyhood," was the next number
vited to participate.
"The thought· we are thinking onr father·
The weather bureau sends out a long
would think,
gave the "Tribute to From the death we are shrinking our father·
distance forecast of a cold wave which
jf
would shrink;
may be expected early this week. If it
"The Battle Hymn of the Republic" To the life we are clinging they also would cling.
But It speeds for us all like a bird on the wing."
pans out as the one promised last week was sung
by the choir.
did, spring will be with us.Rev. T. N. Kewley called to mind the
I suppose that the vast majority of the
That very interesting book, the town fact that Lincoln was what he became, human family bave a pretty stiff appeIt is not because of his environment, but in tite for life when all things else are
report, will be out in a few days.
epite of it—his real worth was an n- weak and perishing—a craving "appenow far enough long
so that it is possible to forecast
its volumlnosity as berent quality. Lincoln had a keen ap- tite" and the last to die—usually, whethpreciation of moral values, adhering er in saint or sinner. We were built
amouuting to about 104 pages.
steadfastly to principle, and a deep trust that way, and so were the fathers, and
The many friends of Dr. J. P. and" in God. He had a colossal
task, and there will be no change till the earth is
Mertie Maxim Sprague of Chicago will the influence of his work and his chardeserted, if it ever is. We do not speak
regret to hear of the death of their acter is far-reaching, to the
with authority, but that's what we
day
present
youngest daughter, Martha, at the age and for future time.
think.
of eleven months and fourteen days.
«„
A number of selected tnbutee to Lin"They loved, but the story we cannot unfold ;
Kev. J. W. Chesbro returned Friday coln, from eminent men, were read by They scorned, but the heart of the haughty Is
cold;
Miss
Eva
Walker.
from Boston, where he had been attendgrieved. but no wall from their slumber
Mrs. S. C. Ordway read "Ob, Captain. Thev
ing the Chapman-Alexander meetings,
will come;
but the tongue of their gladness Is
and Sunday morning gave a report of his
joyed,
They
dumù.
James S. Wright reviewed quite
impressions of those services.
fully the character and career of Lincoln, They died, ah, they died I We things that are
Mrs. Mehitable Swan 'lied at her home and asked this
pertinent question:
now,
on Elm Hill on Sunday, the 7th.
Mrs. "One hundred
their brow.
years from to-day, wi» Who walk on the turf that lies aover
transient abod·-,
Who make In their dwellings
Swan was the widow of Freeman Swan, there be
the
land
to
all
over
gatherings
that they met on their pilgrimthe
Meet
things
a native of Milan, X. H., 60 years of age.
observe the centennial anniversary of a
age road.
and has been a resident of Paris for Rockefeller or a Harriman?"

tr>lA °readlng

°Vernon°A*Curtle

SOLDIER BALKS DEATH PLOT.
It aeemed to J. A. Stone, a olvil war
veteran of Kemp, Tex., that a plot existed between a desperate long trouble
and the grave to cauae hi· death. "I
contracted a stubborn cold," be write·,
"that developed a cough that atack to
me, in spite of all remedies (or year*.
My weight ran down to 180 pounds.

NORWAY.

John's Letter.

1 copy from the programme of Torn·!

OHCBGHIâ.

Second Congregational Church, Rev. Β. 8.
Bldeout, Pastor. Preaching serrk» jBunday,
10au ▲. M.; Sabbath School,Ί3Λ0 M.; Y. P. 6
C. Κ,Sunday evening,6Λ0Ρ. M.; SoclnlMeet·
lng, 7 Λ0 P. M ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,
Davis,
8. θ.
on 8tu»day at 10Λ0
P«Mor. Preaching
Sabbuh School, 13Λ0; T. P.C. U. meetlac, 740 P. SI.
Methodist Church, Be». C. A. Brook·, Pwtor.
Preaching service, 10 Λ0 A. M.;Sabb*lb School,
ISKX> M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7Λ0 P.M.,
prayer meeting, Tneeday evening; elate meeting

ATM?

Bpworth League, Sunday

QTO&lofi β r00 P. M.
Baptle» Church, Bet. E. 8. Cotton, Putor.
Preaching service. 10 JO A. M.; Sabbith School,
13.00 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday erenlng 7 P.
M., Wedneeday evening, 7 Λ0.
Shipping of polp wood, board· and
general commodities from the Norway
station i§ unusually largo for this seaaon
of the year.
Asst. Atty. Gen. C. P. Barne· wa· at
home from Anguata to attend ladiei'
night of Oxford Lodge Wedneeday.
Interest in tbe approaching annua)
town roeetiog is somewhat apparent,
bat not so marked as it usually ia.
With the oatcoming of the annual report
the varioua candidates will probably
make known their desire to hold office.
The past twelve months have been devoid of anything of importance in tbe
way of

Rome. New Tork,
up
cure Feverlshness, Headache, Stomach Troubles,
Teething Disorders, snd Destroy Worms. At
all dru*fists, 25c. Sample mailed FREE. Ad7-10
dress, Alien 8. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. T.
This ts

Sprinkle Allen's Foot-Ksee Is one rhoe and
not In tho other, and notice the difference, -lust
the thing to use when rubbers or overshoe* become neoesftary, an<1 your ehoes eeem to pinch.
Sold Everywhere, 23c. Don't accept any tubiti7-10
tuU.
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Also

ing.

a

most

pleasant

Harry Downing of the U.

of M. is at

ador^
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a
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•'tobÎtaSwV.H.Soj-Co.'fc

F. H. Noyes Co.

may have

same

no

depositor

Line of

JILKS, 1h pretty plaide, sold for 11.25,
JILKS, in good colore, eold for 11.00,

ever

lost

a

dollar.

Capital, Surplus and Profits

Our

of $96,500.00, together with additional Stockholders' Liability of $50,000.00 give assurance of absolute security of our
depositors' money. The officers will be glad to talk over
with you at any time and pledge
selves to serve your interests faithfully when you intrust your
business to this Bank.

Norway, Maine.

H

Price 87 l-2c

Red Tag Price 9c
Red Tag Price 7 l-2c
Red Tag Price 12 l-2c

....

Red

Tag Price

50c

Red Ta# Price 25c
Red Tag Price 59c

DRESS GOODS, sold for 50c,
BLANKETS, sold for 89c,

....
BLANKETS for bath robes, sold for SI 25,
DNEITA UNION SUITS, sold for $2 00
....
3NEITA UNION SUITS, sold for $1 00,
WRIGHTS HEALTH UNDERWEAR, sold for «1.00,
WOOL PANTS for children, sold from 50c to i!9o,
DOMESTIC WRAPPERS, sold for «1.00 to SI 50.
ΓΑΡΕ GIRDLES, right in every way, sold for 50c,
C. B. CORSETS, eold for $1.00
3INGHAMS, in odd lote, sold for 12 l-2c,
3INGBAMS In remnants, worth 9c,
BATES GINGHAMS in remnants, eold for 12 1 2c,
REMNANTS, Hamilton Prints, worth 7c,
REMNANTS, standard prints,
MUSLIN WAISTS, sizes 38 to 42, worth «1.00,
....
WHITE SILK WAISTS, sold for $3 08,
THIS SEASON'S COATS, for Ladies, Misses and Children,
Red Tag Prico in no case

Red Tag Price 75c

Red Tag Price $1.00
Red Tag Price 49c
Red Tag Price 40c
Red Tag Price 25c
Red Tag Price 69c

Rod Tag Price 25c
Red Ta* Prio« 69c
Red TaR Price 7 l-2c

Red T»g Price 5 l-2c

Tag Price 9c
Tag Price 5c
Tag Price 4 l-2c

Red
Red
Red

Red Taj? Price 59c
Red Tag Price $1.98

than half price
Tag Price $3.98
Tag Price $2.75
Tag Price $1.49

more

Red
Red
Red

Red Tag Price 11.98
Red Tag Price $4.98
Red Tag Price 49c

FUR SCARPS, sold for $8.00,
LINEN NAPKINS, worth 75c

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
of

iILK MUSLIN, «old for 25c
*RT DENIMS, aold for 12 l-2c,
5ATINES for fancy work, eold for 17c,
DRESS GOODS, sold for #1 00,

Tag

Red Tag Price tS9c
Red Tag Price 19c
Red Tag Price 7 l-2c
Red Tag Price 7 12c
Red Tax Price 9c
Red Tag Price 5c

DRESS SKIRTS, sold for $8.00
DRESS SKIRTS, sold for $3 08
DRESS SKIRTS, sold for «2.98
PUR SCARPS, sold for $3.50,

them-

Banking relations

Red

....

5ILKS, odd lots, eold for 00c to 87c,
30TT0N COVET CLOTH, «old for 17c, ....
COLORED DUCK, sold for 12 l-2c
ÎIMONO CLOTH, sold for 12 l-2c
MUSLIN AND SATINE, sold for 12 1 2c,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

has

one

Red Tag Price lc
...
îPOOL COTTON, odd colore, regular price 5c,
Hed
Tag Price 10c
50c
JILK BELTS, eold for
Ked Tag Price 3c
HITE BELTS, «old for 10c,
Red Tag Price 5c
CHILDREN'S MITTENS, sold for 28c, .....

by
extending over a third of a century for the prompt and efficient handling of the business of its customers and during
this time

To
this.
year ago the the meaning of
our
In
stock-taking
those who don't know, we will explain.
COLORS and
we find ODD LOTS, IMPERFECT GOODS,
FORMERLY.
AS
STYLES NOT AS GOOD

Many learned

by I

it is Capital,
your Bank, always remember that
to the deposthat
Profits
and
Undivided
security
give
Surplus
itor, because that money is what stands between you as a
depositor and any possible shrinkage on the securities held
This Bank, established in 1872, has a record
thè Bank.

Red Tag Price 98c

LINEN NAPKINS, worth $2.00, «1.75, «1.49,
BED SPREADS, In a great assortment,

Red Tug Price about two-thirds the regular
Red Tag Price 15c per Pair

TOWELS, worth 25c,

Red Tag Price 29c per Pair
Red Tag Price 35c per Pair
Red Tng Price 50c per Pair

TOWELS, worth 50c,
TOWELS, worth 75c,
TOWELS, worth $1.00,

1

Mark Down Sale
of Men's Clothing
purchaser

give

the

this

season.

down

lots of

wear

are

obliged

Look for Red Tags.

We've marked

winter suits,

our

to write this before all the goods are
of
goods cannot be listed. This means
ready so large lots
that you will find GREATER and BETTER LOTS than you
would naturally expect from this advertisement.

We

SALE BEGINS TUESDAY. FEB. 16, and lasts till goods
better the assortment
are sold, but the quicker you arrive the
from which to select.

in the year to

Early enough

over-

The

coats, ulsters and furs.

balance of our winter stock at

prices

below the actual worth
We have noth-

of the clothes.

in stock but what is

ing

good quality.

of

Goods that

we

All

are

fully guarantee.

can

Norway, Maine.

this season's make and the latest
a

The euits include

models.

lot of different cuts and

gray, etc.
overcoats ;

attention.
a

Many styles
all

than

in the

puropportunity
clothing
good, ttylish

now

βΟΓΒΤΙ.ΚΓΚ * CO.

aHVRTLEFF Λ,

In

recovering from the grip or a bad cold you
need something to build up the system.

CO.

-t.

Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites

to

IS THE REMEDY YOU NEED.

Copyright 190H

and here.

t.y

Hart Schaffner 6c Marx

Our Men's $10 Suits and Overcoats
Our Men's $12 Suits and Overcoats

are now
are now

$ 7.50
$10.00

Our Men's $15 Suits and Overcoats
Our Men's $18 Suits and Overcoats

are now

$12.00

are now

$14.00

are now

$14.00

Our Men's $20 Suits

F.

Λ.

Our

never

was

better

chase

Κ.

of your

worthy

There

styles

brown,

in various shades of

and Overcoats

Fur and Fur Lined Coats at Cost.

H. B. FOSTER,

combination of medicinal agents capable of stimulating
tone to the entire system, and supplying the
valuable in the
energy needed to overcome disease. It is especially
It is

the

a

appetite, giving

Treatment of Diseases of the Throat and Lungs.

Only

Bottles

Pint

Cents.

75

AT THE PHARMACY OF

F.A.SHURTLEFF&CO.,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

r.

A.

P.

IHVRTLEFF * CO.

8HIJBTI.EFF * CO.

A.

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

·»ιί»,Γ-

STsÊSœsrte

costs and

choosing

In

Morning, Feb. 16.

Tues.

to
To these we add some goods closed from the jobber
SALE.
BIG
A
FOR
ASSORTMENT
proving property. make up A GOOD
paying
ARTHUR L. VERRILL,
is a UtIT MEANS in some cases the RED TAG PRICE
Care Fred Waterhouse, South Paris,
sale
of the
goods run
Maine.
71 ile more than one-half original but most
it less than half price.
no houseIT MEANS the greatest rush of the season for
keeper can afford to stay away.
owner

What Makes a Bank Strong?

meet-

!

_

Found

Complete

SQUARE,

MARKET

prefer_

^«rtleff

Me.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

Μΐΐο!Ρ

pj.t

Portland,

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S
Underwear and Hosiery.

home for a time.
Mrs. Fred Emery and daughter Helen
of Rumford are with friends in Norway
for a short visit. Mr. Emery came from
Bethel to Norway some years ago and
went into trade in the store now occupied by W. E. Foes at the "Falls."
The sidewalk opposite Cole's store,
near the post office, caved in a few days
Lincoln,
since and is now planked over. The
the smile and the tear, the song and the
the
many years.
he said, was always true to principle, And
damage was caused by a leak inmain.
dirge.
The Cumberland Theological Circle and his pure character and his kindness Still follow each oiher like surge upon surge.
steam pipe extending to the street
will hold its mouthly meeting at the of heart made him tbe idol of tbe Ameri- "
St. Catherine's society of the Catholic
Tie the wink of an eye, 'tis the draught of a
church held a fair Wednesday and ThursBaptist church next Wednesday. The can people. He closed with a tribute to
breath ;
From the blossom of health to the paleness of day of last week at the opera house with
afternoon service is open to the public Lincoln's mother, Nancy Hanks.
death ;
Mrs. Ε. M. Curtis gave a number ot
and it is hoped a large uumber may be
excellent financial success. There were
From the gilded saloon to the bier and the
humorous stories of Lincoln, illustrating
lots of things to purchase and many purable to attend.
shroud;
bis well known keenuess and readiness O, why should the spirit of mortal be proud?"
chasers. The attendance was large and
Miss S. L. Rounds left Monday morn- of
was
wit, and his never-failing good humor.
doing all the time.
The simple pathos of the poem and something
ing for Harper's Ferry, Va., where she
dance with first class
Rev. J. W. Chesbro said that there
evening's
Thursday
truth it contains, the everlasting
is to act a» substitute instructor in lit- was
to the
one thing ho wonld
was the feature most pleasing to
music
only
and
always, ought,
truth, past, present
erature in Storer College for the spring
taking part in these exercises, and that and doubtless will, assure it a long lease the young people.
term.
Storer College is a large institu- was to
go back to the days of 61 and do
It is understood that Norway's School
seoond cententhe
to
down
of
life
even
tion for colored students.
his part in the conflict of that time. He
Board, in common with others, experinial of the birth of Abraham Lincoln.
ences considerable difficulty in tbe selecDavid Β. Woodbury shows the Dem- paid tribute to Lincoln as such a figure
John.
tion of the proper person for superinocrat specimens of three new varieties of us history has not elsewhere produced
tendent of schools. The selection of C.
"Tenting To-night" was sung by the
apple* which he has just received from
University of Maine Notes.
P. Barnes, Esq., as Asst. Atty. Gen. of
Stark Brothers of Missouri
Feb. 8.
They are Cl
Maine,
Obono,
The last speaker of the program was
state and his resignation as Northe
th* Delicious, Black Ben, and Stayman β
been
A new department has recently
H. Little, whose remarks were
Rev
J
handsome
are
All
very able school officer presents
in
way's
specilarge,
Winesip
added to the college of agriculture
earnest but brief, as the hour was getthe question squarely for action. What
mens.
tbe university. This new department
be done? It is understood tbat
ting late. He spoke as a comrade of the oSere a course in
poultry husbandry to shall move under the laws of '07 is conKev F. W. O'Brien of the People's Grand
to his comrades, and set
some
Army
tbe
that Paris and
Temple, Bath, will speak at the Baptist forth briefly three great elements In those who are takiDg for this"Aggie"
branch sidered. It is suggested
Tbe
courses.
A very
church Wednesday eveoing.
Lincoln's life and character which made I of instruction isequipment
unite in the employment of a
Norway
with
and
very complete,
cordial invitation is extended to all who him great: His sublime faith in God,
of schools. The amount
i the assistance of the present instructor superintendent
Sir. Ο Brien is an his
can to be present.
tender-heartedness; and his loyaUy this cannot fail to become one of the paid by each town plus the state aid
exceedingly interesting speaker and will —loyaltv to country, to flag, to truth, to
make a salary for some man well
I popular courses. A new course in vet- would
have a message worth hearing. Come
the duties of the
things true and divine, to God.
for the fitted to discharge
offered
is
also
science
eriuary
friends.
and briug your
office. Norway pays $800 per year and
Singing by the audience of God be ; first time this semester.
of team, Parie about tbe same,
Mi sites Carrie Hall and Grace Thayer with You till We Meet Again" closed an
During tbe past week a very interest- expenses
the
entertained a party of six unattached interesting program, and one which can ing lecture on "Forests and Forestry in while the state for the payment to
(by a union
lady friends at Miss Halls Saturday not fail to be of profit to all, especially Maine" was given before the Forestry superintendent so employed
a
sum
will contribute
equal to
evening. The invitations were written to tbe younger generation.
Club by Roy L. Marston of Skowbegan. of towns)
twice the aggregate sum paid by the
and apon hearts, all the decorations
students
of
number
A large
forestry
towns comprising the union up to but
,intments were in keeping with the
Notes from the Legislature.
were present and every one of them felt
hundred dollars.
Valentine's day season, and the printhat he knew muoh more about tbe for- not exceeding eight
This would make a salary of fourteen
the
of
because
in
Maine
cipal diversion of the evening was the
estry question
per annum, with necesA dainty lunch was
game of "Ueirts."
Notwithstanding that there is con- hour that he bad spent with Mr. Mars- hundred dollare It
is contended, with
sary expenses.
served, and each guest found her seat at niderable opposition to It, especially from ton.
that this course
card
the table by means of a
the cities, the Donigan bridge bill gets a ι
Professor Kenneth C. M. Sills of Bow- much apparent reason,
It is hoped
once.
ed with a heart pierced with Cupid s favorable report from the committee on I doin College is at present engaged in should be adopted at
in this matact
will
that the committee
the
bill
divides
This
the
at
arrow.
and
lectures
of
a
bridges.
series
ways
I giving
eight
advance the
of maintenance of all large University. "Virgil and His Literary ter In such mauner as to
Charles D. Brown of Salem. Mass., expense
excellent
the town, county and Influence" is the subject of these lec- best interests of Norway's
among
bridges
die 1 at his home on the night of the
tbat action
and schools. It is suggested
in
state.
etudents
The
tures.
languages
Mr.
« h of February.
Brown. was a
should be taken at the annual town
Representative Bussell of Gardiner on arts and sciences are availing themselves
effected with aome
pioneer in the wood pulp business in
at each lec- meeting and a union
and
Ε.
H.
drawn
a
bill
these
of
by
opportunities,
Maine, building the hret pulp mill in the Tuesday presented
other town or towns before the close of
Professor
far
thus
has
he
is
who
connected
that
ture
that
of
given
city,
Ik
.ΛαΛ1 «1ΔΑΡ
state, and was engaged in some branch Darling
lectured to a crowded room of
of he pulp and paper business through- with an extensive lumber concern, pro- Sills bas
M. P. Stiles and Lts.-EIect
Capt.-Elect
listeners.
and
six
asattentive
state
forester
a
for
very
of
a
number
viding
out his life, having built
2d Regt., Ν. β. S. M., are orshall bave complete
Professor George D. Chase of the Uni- of Co. D,
who
foresters
sistant
the
now
which
are
naoer
mills,
dered before the examining board for
of forests with power to rrgulate versity of Maine will give a series of
property of the International Paper Co. charge
examination Thursday, Feb. 18tb.
a
within
in
return
Bowdoin
bill
lectures at
He was largely interested with Hugh J. the cutting and reforestation. The
The Mission Circle met with Mrs. M.
of
Tbis
exchanging
Preservation
time.
plan
I short
Chisholm in beginning the development is entitled, An Âct for the
A. Oxnard Wednesday af'ernoon. Mrs. \
the
of
!
tried
of
is
Forests
many
by
professors being
few and Perpetuation of the
Mrs.
of Rumford Falls. For the
to be a M. P. Stiiee, Mrs. James Danforth,
Mr. Maine. It creates a commission to con- larger colleges, and it is believed
years he has been in feeble health.
Fred E. Drake, Mrs. A. T. Favor. Mrs.
of
method
and
beneficial
to
be
forester
by
helpful
a
appointed
very
Brown s wife, who survives him was be- sist of State
Emma Mann and Mrs. M. A. Oxnard
the governor and to bold office for two instruction. Professor Chase will have
Abb.e
fore marriage Miss
took part in the exercises.
Munismatics."
who
"Roman
his
foresters
assistant
as
six
and
subject
Mrs.
Alva
the
late
Mr.
and
years,
daughter of
Mr. Leroy Stoddard of Aubnrn has
The last trials for the relay team were
shall be appointed by the State forester. I
the
Shurtletf of South Taris.
come to Norway and will work in
The forester shall reçoive a salary of held on Jan. 27. The competition for
For some time he has
shoe
factory.
>
and
and
fast
embesides
was
town
He
exciting,
The warrant for
may
very
32500 a year and expenses.
meeting,
places
a member of the Universalis choir.
ihe ordinary matters of annual business, ploy one permanent clerk at a salary not nearly all of the student body were pres- been
Mrs. Wm. C. W. Cummings died in
I acceptance of reports, regular appropria- to exceed $1000 per year. The assistant ent to see the final trials for the team.
Thursday, Feb. 4th. She was
rions, state road, etc., has the follow ng foresters shall receive a salary not to ex- Trainer Steves Farrell was heard to eay Albany,
born in Greenwood, Aug. 11, 1842, and
articles relating to matters out of the ceed $1500 each, a year, and actual ex- before tbe last trials that Littlefield was
with Mr. Cummings
have full the only man out who was sure of a after her marriage
I routine:
penses. The forester shall
Rev. M. C. Ward
_
The first four men resided in Norway.
t
τ.> »ee what sum of money the town charge of all state forests including the place cn the team.
officiated. Interment in Pine Grove
w underdralu the road uear
to reforest and regulate cutting to qualify were:
power
I ν rank Bennett's.
Cemetery.
R. P. LUtletteld, '10, Ogunqutt.
tho same and to provide young trees for
Dr. H. L. Bartlett has been confined
H. J. Cook, '10, Watervllle.
art Ιβ To see If the town will vote w exteml
and to have charge of enforcplanting,
Ε. T. Walker, *11, Blddeford.
to bis house with rheumatism during
Paris sewer, and rsl-e money for that
I the
all laws to regulating the cutting of
Isle.
ing
Deer
E.
G.
'uo,
Torrey,
I purpose.
the week.
auxiliary state forests; to issue lioenses F. E. Fortier, '10, of Turner Center, was
Lincoln exercises were held in the
Art ». To »ce »f the town will vote to raise
owners and scalers and permits
for
I the sum of
to i>un-ha*e land and build a to land
of
Blddeford,
tied
Tartre, Ί2,
Thursday afternoon.
by
varions schools
desiror
firm
to any person,
corporation
I hoUbe to Store n>a*i machine·, etc.
fifth place, but, on account of tbe rule Friday was observed by all the schools
under
land
of
on
to
another,
μ
τ,,
operate
what Action tl)t town will wkt ing
Art. -Λ To **ee wn
which says that incase of a tie the old- as a holiday. The programme was:
u... lW ^hool house. *o
permit or contract with owner of the ; est class-man shall have the preference,
Ninth Grade·.
land, and to bave full charge of all men Fortier was sent as substitute. Β. M. Singing, Gettvsbure Eighth andElmer
Hussey.
Speech.
Lincoln'·
and equipment for the protection ol
contest
Life
ot
to
Lincoln,
was
sent
on
Article
Falls
road·snow's
Original
I
Hicks, '10, Portland,
Ethel Brown
forests within the state against fires.
in the mile race. The team, in charge
Alton C. Wheeler.
Address to Students,
The bill establishing a state board ol of
manager E. S. Berry, '10, of Maiden, Singing,
Eight and Ninth Grade·. J
charities and corrections has been made
left Orono on Friday noon, Feb.
Mass.,
Prof. E. F. Hitchings of Waterville
a special order in the senate for Wednes5, for Boston. The team that ran foi
hou^e to the 9oowV Falls school house.
"Genday of this week, when it is expected Maine this year is fully a second and « will lecture on "Forestry" at the
4 ,* ■»·»
To see If the town will Instruct the that it will encounter opposition.
at the Norway Federahalf faster than any other team that evei tlemen's Night"
The bill making a uniform poll tax of ran for Maine at the B. A. A. meet, tion of Women's Clubs at Concert Hall,
1
$3.00 was considered in the senate Tues- Tbe result of tbe relay race is probablj Thursday evening, Feb. 25.
Hall district»
and Senator Staples offered an
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Smith were with
a r« «»;
To see If the town will instruct the day,
already known. University of Maine Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Rldlon at West
amendment making the amount $2 00 first, Bates
Uniand
second,
College
His amendment was defeated, and th<
Paris Sunday.
third.
of
Vermont
versity
policies expire.
bill was passed.
Distriot Deputy Grand Master Lee M.
The president of the Debating Society
Masonic District
Art.*. To see If the towo
Tnere was an interesting hearing Tues Mr. F. G.
of Sanford Smith of the Sixteenth
,
'10,
Wadswortb,
in the
day on Representative Pattangall's bill spoke before the sophomore class at i made an official visit to lodges
last week.
the
of
to abolish the office of assistant attorney
east
jarisdiotion
part
for
thai
special meeting called recently
R. E. Morrill lost one of a pair of valu'«» »
»«
general. In opening his remarks it purpose. His subject was a class debating
ι. t.. h η η if School Committee to Joli»
I lie It· ?"
able horses Tuesday. The horse dropfavor of the bill, Mr. Pattangall statec team in view of
to
debat<
team
a
superintendingjwnoo.
sending
οβ ω wU :
from the woods
that there was nothing personal in hit | in Lewiston with the
sophomores o! ped dead while coming
advocacy of the bill. He had nothing Bates College. Several members of the with a load of logs.
against Mr. Barnes, the present Incnm class expressed a desire that a team bi
By order of recent date Co. D, 2d
will be inspected
beet of the office, and did not know him
and upon motion it was vot Regt., N. G. S. M.,
organized,
but be considered it an unnecessary ed that a team should be sent to Lewis April 23d.
oi~«»
tat
ιο w
.«pert»·"»1»· office. Attorney General Philbrook s
ton this year.
ed that an assistant was necessary. Thi
I ence of schools.
Tbe date for tbe first assembly hai
Born.
ή\
Τη iM> if the town will vote to
JW* ■ legal affairs committee, to which the bil been set for Feb. 12, and it will be heir
the
I sufficient
to
not
pais as ueual in the
was referred, voted ought
Alumn
at
**
ha.
been
which
fund
gymnasium
I a. Crocker
w||| but Mr» Pattangall will pay his respecti
In West l'art·, Feb. 1, to the wife of George
Hall.
I in the
m a pe
Damon, twine, a son and a daughter.
permanent trust fund to the matter when it comes np in th<
vote towke the
has jus
of
The
College
Technology
for the pur
In West Part·, Feb. 9, to the wife of Fred B.
house.
issued a bulletin which is entirely de
Penl»r, a son.
H·*"»
The owner's liability for work done ii
In South Part*. Feb. 9, to the wife of Balph B.
tba
in
voted to the various departments
KINO DISTRICT.
Penfold, a daughter.
extermination of moth pests will be in
It contains a full deacriptioi
college.
In North Parti, Feb. β, to the wife of B. F. El·
creased from one-balf of one per cent t< of the courses of tbe departments ii well, a daughter.
Charles Kimball bas a lame horse and
one per cent of the valne of the property
In Bryant'· Pond, Feb. β, to the wife of Erneat
w
and
meobani
a
for
electrical
haa had to give up teaming
chemical, civil,
Gammon, a son.
if the action of the committee on agri
cal engineering. It also contains a brie
We are having some
culture Is approved by the legislature.
general description of tbe University.
weather now, it seems more like wintei
Representative Davies last week Intro
Married.
re
duced a bill to regulate lobbyists,
1 weather.
Day'a Dramatic Bent.
them to register and render ai
Easterne
quiring
ahd
wife
and
Holman
boy,
'way-down
F
Thibodeau
Day,
Τ
It i
account of their expenditures.
In Norway, by Bev. B. 8. .Bldeout, Mr.
and author of "King Spruoe," is amonf
needless to say that no regulation of th the
Berry Ames of Waterford and Miss
growing company of novelists wbi Chauncy
I delta uhutc ot Harrl«on.
M*ud
exists.
now
lobby
have been dramatized. One -of his firs
Gertie feeling rather poorly.
In
Norway, Feb. β, by Bev. B. 8. Bldeout. Mr.
All sections of the state united in ap
well-known novels, "Squire Phin," i William G. Cash of Norway and Miss Iva M
of
$350,00
the
appropriation
the
proving
stage Kllgore of Norway Lake
now being
arranged for
for the enlargement of the state house
has already enjoyed the ez
Day
Major
ο
or the bnilding of an office building
perience of having a stage sketch mad
Died.
wing connecting with it, on whioh
of one of bis short stories, and, what i
Coi
held
was
Wednesday.
on the stag
hearing
remain
it
The* say this world Is a vale of tears.
of
seeing
more,
ditions have changed since the flgbt wa
In 8onth Parla, Feb. 6, A Hoe Ida, daughter of
Although so pleasant It appears.
for consecutive seasons. As for "Kini
That su on earth Is littleworth,
Mr. and Mrs. Napoleon J. Dnfresne, aged 4
mt.de to move the capital to Portlam
It bas added to itself the fins
Spruce,"
two years ago, and there is now a get
and die.
Feb. 7, Mrs. M eh 1 tab le Swan, aged 68
mark of popularity by becoming a newi
eral feeling that the state honse is it
Anil iickne*· breaks our reel.
and baa once again been rt years.
serial,
paper
In Writ Pari·, Feb. S, Infant son of Mr. and
sufficient and should be made largei
an w them ttfi for well I know»
printed on tbe Harper press.
Mrs. George Damon, aged S days.
No one appeared in opposition.
In Wost Parti, Feb. 4, Infant daughter of Mr.
The committee on inland fisheries an
β0 yeai and Mrs. George Damon, aged 4 days.
Frank
of
The
Kennedy,
body
on tb 0
In West Pans, Feb. 9, Mlnot 8. Davis, aged 36
game gave a hearing Wednesday
old, of Dexter, who bad been missin years.
resolve increasing the annual appropria since Jan. 30th, was found in a swam
And cheer my fainting tiearv
In Cambridge, Mass, Feb. 8, John P. Steam·,
tion for the maintenance of fish bate!
age'147 years
at Columbia Fails on the 6th by a traj
While through
0
from
Id Chicago, 111., Feb. 14, Martha, daughter of
stations
$25,00
eries and feeding
per. Kennedy started from a loggio
Dr. and Mr*. J. P. Spragae, aged 11 month·, 14
e
·~*·
to $50,000. All who spoke favored tb
oome to tbe railroad· stetioi
to
days.
oamp
t0
Μ ν life In deepest gloom.
In Lovell, Feb. 8, James C. Stearns, aged 68
change. The committee has voted b θ lost bis way in tbe storm iMÛled froi
Ills love •dia'l flow where er go
yew*.
recommend that the sum of $47,500
Until 1 reach the tomb.
exhaustion about half a ml]
and
cold
Feb. S, Isaac A. Walker, aged 73
In
appropriated annnally for the next tw 0 from the road. He leaves a son to years.Stow,
Perkins will run another special trail years for the fish and game interest ,
In
Albany, Feb. β, Infant daughter of Mr. and
daughter.
Mrs. Leslie Kimball, aged I day.
to Lew is ton neat
besides $5000 for the establishment of
0( jiei
In
Bryant's Pond, Feb. 9, Mrs. Alblna 8. Cole,
fish hatchery In Knox County.
Have your suit, overcoat, trouser
aged 78 years, 6 months.
In Albany, Feb. 4, Mrs. Elvira Judklns Cum.
oleaned, repaired, pressed. We do thi
I
co·
mtngs, widow of William C. W. Camming·, age
We are anxious to dear ont onr π >- work properly. F. H. Noyes Co.
66 rears. 4 months. 23 days.
a big ba p.
Is
There
of
coats.
widow
for
Mrs.
Ida,
Feb
7,
In Portland.
maining
50-oent and 25-oent boys' winter oaf
e
Thomas Hutchlns of Bethel.
gain awaiting you If yoa take advantaf
Can't yon m
In Bethel, Feb. IS, Mrs. Uliabeth Cowling
Come and see then i. to oloee out at 10 cents.
r of onr cut prices.
Banting, aged 74 years.
onef F. H. Noyes Co,

pl^

a

Notice Date of Beginning

(l.OO.

STATEROOM· fi.OO.

Greatly Reduced Prices.

at

evening's entertainment. Ladies' night
has been tbe social Masonic feature of
Oxford Lodge.
Saturday evening a party of Veranda
Club members with a few invited friends
visited the Mothers' Club at Norway

enjoyed

FIBff CLAM F ABE

HATS...

politioal capital.

Ladles' night at Oxford Lodge, No. 18,
F. and A. M., was held Wednesday evenO.
ing. The banquet was served in I.
O. P. Hall, at whioh some over two huna
few
dred and ten were seated. After
remarks by W. M., Geo. L. Cnrtis, Right
Ex., Howard D. Smith, Past Master E.
F. Smith and Asst. Atty. Gen. C. P.
Barnes, the company repaired to the
lodge room above where they were
entertained by the Lewiston quartette,
Temple Quartette, of which George W.
Home, formerly of Norway, Geo. N.
Drake, A. R. Prince and Ε. E. Parker
Mrs.
are members; Mr. Parker, reader;
Home accompanist. Some very excellent selections were rendered by the
of the
large chorus to the great pleasure
hour the comcompany. After a sooial
elated with the
pany broke np much

Lake and

Portland Division.

Watch,

Easy Test.

m

TAG SALE

Ceami.l RED

Estn SMKMi

Steamships "Governor Dlngley" or
Then I began to use Dr Kins1· New Dis- "Ransom B. Fuller" leave Franklin
at
covery, which restored my health com· Wharf, Portland, week days only
pletely. I now weigh 178 pounds." 7 P. κ., tor Boston.
For aevere Colds, obstinate Coughs,
Returning
Hemorrhages, Asthma, and to prevent
Pneumonia It's unrivaled. 60o and $1.00.
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week
Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by F. A. dayi only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.
Shurtlefl Λ Co.
Through ticket* on sale at principal
railroad station·.
tr*
Sickly.
Maajr Chlldrc·
Freight ratee as loir u other line·.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children,
used by Mother Gray, s nurse In Children's
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Colds In M hours,
Break

Ββν.
TuSwSS*B?ihnrch,
service

nlday erenlng.

|

STORES

BLUE

Now is the Time to Buy
Blanket Cheap.
I shall

give

BLANKETS

great trades

in

10

a

Horse

per cent. ofT on all WINTER
I have some
stock.

to reduce my

good

wool street blankets.

JAMES N. FAVOR,
OX Main et.·

Worway. Maine.

A Cash Sale
Penley

Your Choice at

Thursday

& Plummer's

store and see for
we have for
the
of
the
goods
quality
yourself
Prices will
sale. We guarantee all goods sold.
be reduced on the following articles :

Every Thursday call at

our

Boys'

$2.38!
Knee Suits

We have

a

just completed

stock

number of Odd Knee Suits

out.

There

are some

Former Prices

Age 3

taking

we are

and have

to 16
quite

anxious to close

in every age and the

Ranged from $3 up to $6, S

and you

can

have your choice for

$2.33.
The coats alone

and Summer

are

worth that.

Weight

There

are

both Winter

in the lot.

Price Less than
Overalls and Frocks Would Cost to Get the
Same Amount of Wear.

Buy Your Boy

a

Play Suit at

a

The earliest
Call

DON'T FORGET:
Cheese 15c. per pound.
5 gallons Oil 663.
2 lbs. Α. δζ H. Brand Soda 10c.
get the biggest bargains.
2 cans Salmon 26c.
1 peck Onions 26c.
2 lbs. Cucumber Pickles 10c.
40c. Molasses 30c.
Quaker Oats 23c. a ρ kg.
We will sell you a barrel of Huston's Popular Biscuit at βα
eoutb Paris
Our 20c. Candies 16o. per lb.
per lb.

buyers

Today.

F. H. NOYES CO.

Opp. Qrand Trunk Depot,

South Paris.

Norway

Big Bargains in Other Departments Also.

The Ρuzzler

BREAK THAT COLD

Before it sends you to a sick bed.
neglected colds. So don't delay—get

Consumption is often the result of
a bottle today of the true

"L. F." ATWOOD'S BITTERS

I have the facilities for

Will be at his

GRAIN

Friday,

I call your attention to these
they have stood the test

two feeds as

I have
the

price

Be

of Cotton Seed Meal

weight,

ao

making I

am

low to cut it of!.

sure

before

Hay

surpassed.

a car

that is odd

prices

and get my

buying.

on

J

15 years expert Watchmaker with Bigelow,
Kennard 4 Co , Boston.

Guaranteed.
A little out of the way
but it pays to walk.
WATCHES. CLOCKS
AND JEWELKÏ.

With Dr.

Parmenter, Norway. Maine.

Glove Rubbers
—

Fitting
AND

South

the Smith Drug Co Î.O Smith Bldg., Syracuse,
S. V., and they wl'l send you by return mall an
order ou your Prugglst for a 75c. bottle free.

special request, that you purchase
a iic. packatre of Uva-I.ax PHI· when receiving
the free buttle, as the pills greatly assist Urlc-O.
Use thein together and be convinced of their
great merit.
We know from ex|>erience that pereoual rec
commendation Is the most valuable advertising,
and tlmt Is the war we Intend to acquaint the
world with Uric O. Send for Urlc-O, no matter
It Is sold by druggists all ever
where you live.
this country at 75c. and $1.00 per bottle, and we
you

as a

to

have

a

Home for Sale.
On

made.

Paris.

street

going from South Paris

Norway, nearly opposite fair
ground buildings. A good chance to
to

few boarders. Well watered,
electric passes the door. Stable, hen
take

a

large garden
good bearing apple trees.
houses and

trade

house

to

or

a

desirable

write for

with
A

some

good

parties. Call
particulars.

at

MRS. C. C. DEARBORN,
South Paris, Maine.

3tf

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Maehine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.
THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc. Pipe, Fittings,
Valves and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water.
All in running order and doing a good business in general repairing of
A

Address,

plumbing.

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

ALMOST
AS

GOOD

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune
metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
rings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily

is a

Soud

AS

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may ne kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but vou can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Tribune, which is

A
DAILY

6i Papers One Year {or $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

Pianos

s

Urgans.

Large Stock of New Pianos and Organs.

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Second hand pianos from $135 to $175to buy for New Year's present.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and
other musical merchandise.
a

good

Write for

trade in musical instruments.

catalog

of

playerpianos.

Here is

Wheeler,

W. 0".

me.

No.

390.—Geographical

PuxzU.

To two-flfths of tli· city that thinned the
witches' ranks
Add one-fourth of the river that yearly
o'erflowe Its banks.
Of a European country full flve-slxthi
there must be
And half a small body of land surrounded by the sea.
When you've added two-sevenths of an
old Spanish city
You'll have the name of a place that
woke the whole world's pity.

No. 391.—Word Square·.
I.

Egyptian goddess.
thought. A mansion.
An

Edge.

II.
The Norse god of cunning.
Sharp. Taverns.

A

Candid.

No. 392.—Blackboard Puzzles.

f

1

00

EE
ΞΕ

Billings Block,

Ideas.

BATS, MICE, AND WATEBBUGB.
I lived In » large, though old, house,
and afc the end of a long garden stood a
barn. Alter I had been In the place
several week» I began to be Petered by
I tried
rats, mice, and water-bug·.
everything I read about or frlendi.
Noneof
mended ae being "euro cures.
*
these things were of any avail,10
eood cat, only to learn, to my chagrin,
had
become
that the cat
a companionoi
the pee ta, the rats and mioe, rather than
1 hid hopodlt to b. I «·
bal
very nearly discouraged, and
determined to move, when
out the following, which I trust may
prove as effectual to others aa It did to

rjjomJ

St "£.m,

h»J

{ tho"j£J

mÎ

of an ounce of

took three-quarters
with one pound
melted butter
of flour moistened with a little water,
and Into this I stirred a pound of euipour.
When thoroughly mixed, I spread on
small squares of bread and put around
barn and house. In less than a week I
had no rats, mice or water bugs, neither
could I find any trace of them, rne
best part of this is that the pests are
thoroughly eaten up if water is
where they can get it after eating the
poison. The mixture is perfectly harmless to other than the above mentioned

andjnlxed_

pl«o®J

pests.

CONCERNING

SCHOOL LUNCHES.

Last year, when teaching In a school
of over three hundred pupils,
note of the fact that about one-third of
the pupils did not bring lunch from
home, but instead came with m0"®y
which they expended for lunch at a

J

by.

corner etore near
In itself that was a

fact to be deplorBut what did they buy? Why, first
choice, candy; then cheap bananas or
stale cakes in little boxes. Some sensible (?) hungry little chaps took a ham
sandwich, the ham often not of the
freshest and all half cooked. A box of
ed

Maggie draws a straight line through
five squares, thereby scoring thirtyfour points. How many can you score
with one straight markV—Washington
Star.
No. 393.—Curtailings.
1. Curtail the name applied to

a

tiny

supernatural being and
leave the condition of beautiful weather. 2. Curtail a much talked of Island
3. Curtail
and leave a young bear.
the title of a high church dignitary
and leave a bottled drink.
Imaginary

No. 394.—Charade.
My tlrst Is a kind of pot, broad at the
brim.
My second, a circle chlrographers limn.
My third records time in u curious style.
My whole Is a creature that lives in the
Nile.
No. 395.—Subtractions.
Example: Subtract 50 from to kill
and leave to utter. Answer: S-l-ay—

Say.

1. Subtract 10 from certain animals
2. Subtract 50
and leave enemies.
from bartered and leave turf. 3. Subtract 1(H) from a small stream and
leave to exhale unpleasantly. 4. Subtract 0 from a call and leave to rest.
5. Substract 50 from sport aud leave
to requite. G. Subtract 5 from to push
and leave a foot protection. 7. Subtract 50 from location aud leave gait
An Easy On·.
I go abroad by day.
I go abroad by night.
I'm busy when It's dark,
And

I'm busy when It's light.
All people know and love me.
Yet none lmtli seen my face.
Though I ko beside them dolly

And
Nightly every place.
Answer.—The air.

Key to the Puzzler.
No. 882.—Diamoud:
l

F
Ο

w

Ο U
I
Β
L
FOUNDED
wiDow
s

Ε

w

D
No. 383.—Rebus Puzzle: Au old man
went fur u walk and lost the key to
bis house, but u boy climbed In
through a window nud opened the
door for him.
No. 384.—Word Chains: 1. Cowper,
permit, mitten, teuunt, antics. 2. Com-

valuables,

or

of lately purchased article·

of attire, whereas Italians—no matter
how poor—mourned chiefly, end In a
sentimental way, over some family

souvenir which "babbo" or "mamma"
had given, the association for them being more important than the monetary

value of anything they possessed. One
young Italian told me he had lost everything exoept one hundred dollars which
he bad in his pocket, and which he
would gladly give if he ooald only recover from the wreck an old photograph
of his dead father. "Quella era Vunica"
be moaned pathetically, "non η' ριιο piu
rimpiazzare" ('«That was the only one 1
possessed and cannot be replaced").
The least concerned in what took
place were the children. Even boys and
girls of eight or ten years of age, if anything, seemed to have enjoyed the experience of rowing in open boats and
climbing the wet, slippery gangway.
On reaching the Baltic, they immediately made themselves comfortable, and
devoured with avidity whatever food
But though
was placed before them.
everything went well, the scene was s
sad one—une which one is not likely to
forget in a lifetime.—Harper's Weekly.

wick fitted into
a hollow cylinder, was one day busy
in his workroom. Sitting before the
burning lamp, bfe little brother was
amusing himself by placing η bottomvented

a

lamp with

a

The

"To kick me, sir!" exclaimed th«
"I must ask you tc
astonished soldier.
tell me his name at once!"
"Ob," replied Winston, "I'm not quite
sure that I ought to do that."
"But I insist on knowing," demanded

the other, angrily.

I suppose I must tell. II
was a poor young fellow in the hospital,
A HOME-MADE COOLER WITHOUT ICE. who has lost both legs by the bursting
In a cellar or In the yard lu the cool of a shell."
shade of some bushes place a
Sweet Revenge.
box with the bottom boards knocked off
Mrs. Shopper, (after inspecting every80Vera'
does nicely. Over this
thicknesses of gunny sack-other heavy thing in the store)—I don't see anything
cloth or old carpet may do, but must be here that suits me. I suppose I may as
well go down to Stacy's and see what
clean, and must more tban touch
they have. Tbey usually bave a good
around or floor.
Wet the cloth, and upon the top set an assortment.
Salesman—Here's a card of one oi
old pan, around the bottom of which,
Won't you kindly ask
» row of their salesmen.
with a tack, you bave
holes about as large as the bead of a for him?
Mrs. Shopper—Ah! A friend of youre,
With an extra board or stick the
pin
should be made to slant a little,, so I presume.
Salesman—No, madam. He has owed
the water will follow the cloth and not
me 910 for the past three years.
the pan with cold fresh water, and
Ely's Cream Balm has been tried and
as it leaks and keeps the clothe wet the
air inside will bo cooled to a surprising not found wanting in thousands ol
all over the country. It has won
homes
degree, and you will find butter, etc.,
a place in the family medicine closet
keep nearly as cool as in a
Two sets of clothe ehould be had in among the reliable household remedies,
order to wash and dry them often enough where it ie kept at hand for use in treatto prevent mildew and mustiness.
ing cold in the bead just as soon as some
If the yard is used, stakes may be member of the household begins the
It
driven into the ground.
preliminary sDeezing or snuffing.
gives immediate relief and a day or two's
A I'LEA FOB SPANKING.
cold
whlofa
to
a
will
a
treatment
put stop
We have read of the "letting alone" of might, if not checked, become chronic
small chidren, of "bribing" them to and run into a bad case of catarrh.
acquire habits of cleanliness and neat"He caught me in the dark hall last
obedieuce, Ud It «ould »
that right here is the ρ ace to say a night and kissed me."
"I guess that will teach him to keep
word fur. not against, spanking, the good
old-fashioned kind that was administer- ont of dark halls."
ed not gently hinted at.
HEX AMEHYLENETETRATMIΝ Ε.
By tbiH I mean that a slap often does
The nbove is the name of a German
more harm than good, but that a spanking with due regard for the time, place, chemical, which is one of the many
and age of the child, is a moral stlmu- valuable ingredients of Foley's Kidney
Hexametbylenetetramine ii
lant worthy of the most serious consid- Remedy.
recognized by medical text books and
eration of the American parent.
Reason where you can; object lessons authorities as a uric acid solvent and anTake Foley's
are effective, too, sometimes with some tiseptic for the urine.
children; but "spare the rod usually Kidney Remedy as soon as you notice
calls up such visions of possible cruelty any irregularities, and avoid a serious
that "spoil the child" is quite over- malady. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

fop

dlFili

looked.

Mise Yern—Of course
love story of bis.

WALNUTS.

new

Crabbe—Well?

me.

making

birthday

Honey and

Tar clears the air
the irritation in the

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders* Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

Floor Faints,
House Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Barn Paints,
Floor Finish,
Roof Faintu,
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Pain a.
Our

Paxaid

paints include Impervious,

Hoofing—The beet
try imitation·.

of all

roofings.

Milligan,

Linseed Oil,

All persons who have a bill against
the town of Paris in any account,
please consider it your duty to pre·
sent it at once.
Selectmen of Paris.

A ndrews and Pike
Peter Perry,
Ben Marquis.
Chaa. Kennedy,
Ε. Π. Peters

Harry Delong,

BEFORE 8UPRRME JUDICIAL COURT,
OCTOBER TERM, 1908.

Hodgklns

Varnishes,

Turpentine,

Cornelius Sullivan
Edward A. Flnnen

Oissase Scents.
"Every disease almost has Its pecul"This odor
iar cdor." said a doctor.
helps us greatly In diagnosis.
"Gout imparts to Ihe Rlsiu a smell

ing to the mind old, damp cellars; that
of yellow fever is like the washings
of a dirty gun barrel.
"So, you see, to speak of a doctor
scenting our disease Is not to use a
mere

figure

of

speech."

Cohen and Klaln,
Ε. E. Fuller,
Asa M. Smith
Frank Duffney et ale,
Fred A. Kuaeell
Albert A. Crosier,
Joseph Dougay
Ν aeon, Hobson and Black,—
Iaadore Dragoon,
Loren M. Gordon
W. W. Gardner.

There are few persons who would
not be ashamed of being loved when
they love no longer.—Rochefoucauld.

Brushes.

and Sherwin-Williams.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.
Regular si zee of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened la.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
Wheelbarrows—We have a few first class wheelbarrows. Call and 9ee them.

Telephone· and Electrical 8uppliet—We sell
best for automobiles and

Georglana Potvln,

>

can

be used

Wilfred Oullette
White, Flnnen et alt
Gentile and Lavorgna
Ben Marquis
Dargle, Gallant et all
Mike Gustltls
Cornelius Sullivan
Fred A. Russell
Chas. Gowell

on a

James Gallagher,
Hugh McKlnnon

pail, jug

Joe Dougay,

Dan McCafferty
Joe Mitchell,

Willard M'f'g Co.,

Catarrh flust Go.
And Hawking, Spitting, Snuffles,
Must Go Too.
Hyomei (pronounced Hlgh-o-me) will
give the sufferer from catarrh joyful re-

lief la five minutes.
It is such a remarkable cure, and so
positive in its action, that F. A. Shurtieff & Co. go so far as to guarantee it
to cure catarrh or money b&olc.
A
outfit, which consists of a
hard rubber pocket inhaler, a bottle of
Hyomei, and a nnique dropper for filling
the inhaler, only costs one dollar, ana
if an extra bottle is afterwards needed
the price Ib only 50 cents.
Hyomei is a healing, antiseptic balsam,
taken from the mighty eucalyptus trees
in the health-giving forests of Australia,
where diseases of the respiratory tract
are unknown.
All the sufferer bae to do is to inhale
the antiseptic air of Hyomei over the inflamed parts where the germs are entrenched, three or four times a day.
It cures coughs, c'blds, asthma, hay
fever and croup without stomach dosing.

complete

MKtiNA
Cures Dyspepsia.

Lewiston, Haine.

"Columbia Ignition Batteries" the

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
eoutb Parla.

prisoner—Alexandrovitchowskiez

Sergeant—I axed yer name—I
don't give a domb what yer cable ad·

drees is!

Hoarse ooughs and stuffy colds that
may develop into pneumonia over night
are quickly cured by Foley's Honey and
Tar, and it soothes inflamed membranes,
heals the lungs, and expels the cold
from the system. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

health if you fail to

lool^ after your

Kid-

Patents
Disions
Copyrights 4c.

Anyone aendlnf a sketch aad dMerlntioii may
quickly ascertain oar opinion free W bather «Β
Invention 1* probably patentable. Communication· etrlctly confidentlal. HANDBOOK oa Patent·
Mnt free. Oldeat uency for eecunarpateou.
Patent· taken through Mann A Co. reoelvt
ιV*eial nolle*, without chart·. In tb«

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Lanrwt etr·.
eolation of any adept! Be journal; Term·. » a
year : four month·, 9L Sold by all im4«lm

totiWÎAM1
s

t*éJi

.DRUG GLEBES

"OH SAY."
I prepare you for State Board ExEnglishman—I wouldn't want to bear aminations
in the quickest possible
more than the first Une of "The Star
successSpangled Banner" to know that it was time. References from

by an American.
American—Why so?
Englishman—The first

ful students furnished.

written
n·

that.

two words tell

Biivninn

James McGee
Simeon Laroche
Joeeph Dul>e et ala
Howard McPhee
Joeeph Mitchell
Jame· Gallagher
Peter Perry,
Edmund Tardlff,
Chas. Kennedy,

Mats, Mirrors

John Thatcher,
Edmund Tanllff,
Harry Delong
Chaa. Hammond.
Chas. Hammond

James McGee
James McGee
Dube and Laroche,
Dube and Laroche.
Mitchell and Mcl'hee
Mitchell and McPhee
James Gallagher
James Gallagher
Peter Perry
Peter Perry
Gentile and Lavorgna,
Intox. Liquors,
Intox. Liquors
Harry Marx

Mouldings s,jL

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

a

specialty.

Harry Marx,

Cohen ami Klaln
Cohen and Klaln
Fred W. White,
Daniel D. Leader
Martin, Plante and Ducaa
Robert Chapman

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nichols St..

M

my

Address,
A. P. PIERCE,
30 A Preble St., Portland, Me.1

·

Joseph Paradis
Harry Delong
Chan. Hammond,

and Pictures,

and Oil

mrainpAL

STEABNS, JUDOE.

State vs. Warren Cook,
Joseph Paradis

Picture Frames

&

nr.u

ABKTAS Ε.

Joeeph Dougay
Frank Megas,

Loren M. Gordon
Ken Marquis
Henry Dargte et als
Lavorgna and Gentile,
James Gallagher,

SOUTH PARIS.

Your money back if St don't Gives immédiate relief from heartburn, sour stomach, stomach distress and side headache.
50 cents a large box at

chop-

The
The

Geo. Yelbmert
Cohen and Klaln
Elmore Blalsdell,

nvvrtBK

E.H.Peters,

Albert Paradis

Hugh McKlnnon,

Arthur King
Alfred Jones

Isador Dragoon,
Ben Marquis,
Joseph Dougay

Hugfi

Ώ'ί.—JS

ώ

.

25 «

....

Wblt·,
Mitchell,
Tardlff,

1?«
1 37
137

«
............—
6 96
Gardner
4»
Ruaeell
™
Tatrone
17 *
V. Blaladell,
5 43
E. Blaladell
15 »
Naaon, Hobaon and Black
G KO RUB M. AT WOOD,
Treaaonr of Oxford County.

Slegaa,

\
,g

London Assurance

Corporation,

LONDON.
Aaaeta Dec. 31,1906.

Real Eatate,

Mortgage Loan
Collateral Loana,
Stock* and Bonda,
Caab In Office and Bank
Agenta' Balancée
ulila Receivable,..
Intereatand Kenta,
All other Aaaets,

7 20

5 00
8 00
17 60
7 60
12 00
13 84
4 83
17 04
2 85
14 88
8 98
14 SO

Nil
Nil
Nil

»—

#2A<4,Mj .1
177,910 .·*
464,978 :»

..}05i

31,31291
«.654 27
$3,225,012 76
76,045 tfT

Groaa Aaaeta

Deduct Items not admitted
Admltte<l Aaaeu,
Liabilities Dec.

Unpaid Losses
Unearned Premiums,
AU other LUbllltlea
Depoalt Capital
Surplua over all Llabilltlea

Set

93,148,967 β»

31,1908.

I 201,867 50
1,863,983 3
99,055 11
825,w)000
359,061

13,148,967 69

Washington Fire Ins. Co.,

The

Co.,
Pennsylvania Fire Insurance
PENN.
PHILADELPHIA,
31,1908.

Aaaeu Dec.
11 17
2 00 Real Eatate
5 00 Mortgage Loan*
21 36 Collateral Loans,
7 74 Stocks and Bonds,
23 89 Cash In office and Bank,
Agents' Balances
coukt.
Interest and Rents,

Albert Paradis

derful invention.

—

==:
Wr.·.
Darjçle et aU,

1117
1117
1117

81meon Laroucb

Read what
or any vessel.
the Press says of this won-

...

SMS'ÎÎ

Harry Lane
Fred A. Kussell,

in the
our goods
of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will he pleased to show
The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
sell

towns

......

..............

ω

g

1 37
137
10 >0
50 05
» 45
137

5·52 ί1

Fred C. Loverlng
Chas. Bartlett,
Chas. Lovejoy
Thos. Williams,
Albert Paradis
Dan McCafferty
Hugh McKlnnon
James Gallagher
White, Flnnen et als
Joseph Dube

W. WALKER & SON

A.

DnS,

Chapman,
Gallagher,

Providence

Mike Guatltls

one

Stevenson,
Marqula,

912 Total Liabilities and Surplua,.ν

George Seavey,

of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.
No farmer should be withWe have arrangout one.
ed with
Is

lieu

1}
Π

—

1U0
W. J. WIIEKLER A CO., Agent*,
24 32 5.7
Sooth Parla, Maine.
8 40
10 10
8 00
5 95
57 34
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
8 24
Assets Dec. 31,1908.
7M
None
6 64 Beal Estate
None
30 72 Mortago Loans
19 80 Collateral Loan
23 34 Stocka and Bonda,
$2,4,o,878<w
11 68 Caah In Office and Bank
1533* 85
8 90 Agenta' Balancea
335,«9 14
4 98 Bills Receivable,
12.547 4·162 Intereatand Rente,
None
2128 All other Assets,
7 44
8 05
|2,99H,060 e2
Grose Asseta
311 y
3 06 Deduct Items not admitted
9 06
8 05
Admitted Aaaeu
#2,995,749 2»;
33 48
Llabilltlea Dec. 31,1908.
100
·
174 Net Unpaid Losses,
1,.65,062 18
10 SO Unearned Premiums
48.000 00
5 62 Allother Llabilltlea
500,000 flu
48 76 Cash C&Dltftl
404,560 $4
6 00 Surplus over all Llabiiltlea
9 60
#2,995,749 X
5 10 ToUl Liabilities and Surplus
29 86
Messrs. W. J. WHEELER Λ CO., Agents,
23 80 5.7
South Paris, Maine.
11 37
58 92
II17

Ebenezer Bragdon
Elmore Blalsdell,
Thoe. Tatrone
George M. Pike,
Frank K. Davis
D. W. Irish.
Chas. Gowell

The Dairy
Filter and Strainer

to

Reason For Worry.
"Men worry more than women."
"Yen; they net only have everything
to worry about that the women have,
but they also have the women to worry about too."—Smart Set.

that every
Bloodine Liver Pills cure Sick Headwben the
one
maid is out and no one wants to work, aches, Biliousness, Dizziness, Dyspepsia
and
Constipation. 25c. a box, mailea by
the following dish is most acceptable:
The Bloodine Co., Ino., Boston, Mass.
Good sized tomatoes are skinned,

The Sergeant (in the discharge of his
duty)—What's yer name?

and Slater

Harry Marx

simple little supper
wants on Sunday nigbts

into tiny pieces and pat on tbo ice.
Half a dozen eggs are beaten np, seasoned with salt and paprika and a small
She—Why do they refer to locomo- quantity of thick cream is slowly poured
tives as "she"?
in and beaten αρ. This mixture is pourHe—I suppose it's on account of the ed into tbe bot chafing dish and flaked
trains they drag.
with a fork until it is nearly cooked,
then the tomatoes are ponred in, and if
Foley's Orino Laxative cores constipa- one likes the taste of green peppers a
tion and liver trouble and makes the few shreds are added. These are flaked
bowels healthy and regular. Orino is in with the egg mixture and almost insuperior to pills and tablets as it does stantly served on hot plates.
not gripe or nauseate.
Why take anyBenzine, naphtha or alcohol cleans the
thing else? F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
glass of pictures splendidly, and does
"Darling,! mean to prove my love for not require the care that water does. It
dries at once aud gives tbe glass a
you not by words, but by deeds."
"Oh, George, did you bring the deeds brilliant polish with less robbing.
with you?"
A glorified hash can be made from
What will you take for that Cough cold roast beef, to which is added boiled
you have, Bill? I don't want it, bnt if 11 chestnuts, ohopped mushrooms, and a
bad it I would take Bloodine Cough little currant jelly. Heat through aud
serve on rounda of toast.
Checker, a SSo. bottle will ear· you.

$

—

Belle

8 78
2 60
90 74
500
39 24
830
13 85
5 98
5 00
5 00
30 60
10 20
17 39
3 34
1 88
82
124
SO 15
19 08
90 32
15 98
4 30
7 60
2 00
100
1 00
17 75

Jobn Thatcher,
Josephine and Hattle Wllaon,.
Edmund Tardlff,
Gallagher and Dearborn,
Dube and Laroche

State ts. Juecph C. Meserve
Fred Prue,
FredW. White
Ε. H. Peters

Plante,'

Ducaa.
La

880

J. L. LeClalr
Warren Cook,
Gentile and Lavorgna,

January, 1909.·

——

«...

Martin,

IS 68

Joseph Paraals,
Beuben Dalley,.
Andrew» and Pile,
Clarence A. Rand
8«very,
Edmund Tardlff,
Harry Delong.
Howard McPbee
Jobn Antonio,
James McGee,
Mitchell and McPbee,

162
1 «2
3 24
162
2 00
3 62
162
162
13 62

——

Sullivan

1890

K. H. Peters.

notice.

i2

S10
S 00
15 08
7 10
M «2
880
92 02
3110

John Antonio

162

Laroche,
Marqula,

14 06

James Thatcher,
Gilbert an.l Yelbmert
Uentlle and Lavorgna,^.
Josephine and Hattle Wilson,.

4M

Sullivan,
Mitchell
Mutin «ad Plante,
Gowell,
Blaladell,

H 62

Isaac Bernitelo
Martin M. Moy,
Warren Cook,
Chas. Kennedy
Ostlno Paparato

Not long after the telescope was an accomplished fact.

For tbe

ped

β

174
7H
1 62
4 24

1 9i
1 62

Se» ver,..

23 89

174
174
174
Un
336

-·

—

—

White,
Flnnen,
Mutin
William·
Doo gajr,

91^47 99

James McGee

Ben Marquis,
Dnbeand Laroche

amusement.

ney Machinery.
stops
The blood passes through the Kidneys
throat, soothes the inflamed membranes,
satisfactory way :
the most obstinate cough disappears. thousands of times a day, as often aa
Take a large sheet of stiff pasteboard, and
healed and
draw a circle as large as tbe cake, then, Sore and inflamed lungs are
the heart, and thia is going on
and the cold is expelled through
mon, Monday, Dayton, tongue, guests.
with same point as centre, cut one with strengthened,
the system. Refuse any bnt the every minute of our lives.
from
3. Gloves, vestal, talent, entire.
two
Cut
diameter an inch <y
longer.
in the yellow package. F. A.
If the Kidneys are well they Alter just
No. 385.—Churades: 1. Sand, paper
out larger circle, then cut out inner cir- genuine
& Co.
so much blood, but if they are sick or
cake.
Cover
and
over
ate—inpaste- Shurtleff
cle,
slip
sandpaper. 2. In. gray, she,
board with dainty tissue paper, or tint
from any cause they leave the
gratiate.
Husband—Did you hear the storm weak
1. with water colore, or, better still, cover when it broke this
No. 386.—Vegetable Extracts:
in the blood, and this poison
poison
morning?
it with smilax so that the board does not
Mustard, star, mud. 2. Turnip, urn. ■how at all. At
Wife—That wasn't the storm. It was poisons the entire system.
intervale make
regular
tip. 3. Mallow, all, mow. 4. Tomato, holes in the pasteboard, and slip candles the new girl washing the breakfast
When you consider their great work
dishes.
mat, too. 5. Mayapple, yap. maple, β. into them.
and the ease with which they beoome
7. Lupine, up,
Plantain, ant, plain.
The circle of lighted candles above the
can you wonder at ill-bealth
8. Currant, ran, curt. 0. Prim- green wreath is far prettier than the
Bloodine, The World's Tonic, is the deranged,
line.
and
aiokness?
Free
sam·
and
bnilder.
tonic
beet
and
can
on
tbe
candles
body
cake,
burning
rose, rim, prose. 10. Daisy, is, day.
mail for 10c.
Can you wonder at the alarming inAddress, The
No. 387.—Hidden Proverb Puzzle: burn on undisturbed till the cake is cut; pie by
Bloodine
slice
as
each
be
must
Co.,
Inc.,
Boston, Mass.
one
extinguished
crease and prevalenoy of Kidney trouble?
It Is better to give than to receive.
of the cake is served.
2.
Bloodine cures all Kidney, Liver,
No. 888.—Additions:
1. Cora-1.
"Do you believe in the higher panTO CLEAN RIBBONS.
Babc-I. 3. Pear-I. 4. Pau-1. 5. Hnze-1.
Bladder, and Blood Diseases.
theism?" asked Mrs. Oldcaetle.
In these days of many ribbons, and
7. Ear-1.
rt. Cur l
''Well, no," replied her hostess as she
especially for us who have small daugh- toyed with her diamond-studded fan, "I
C. R. Kluger, the Jeweler, 1060 Vir- ters wearing light hair ribbons, it is very can't say as I do, although I can't see
Bloodine contains just the nourisheasiest and best
ginia Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind., writes: helpful to know tbe
some men wear them so low they
The most why
ment required by nursing mothers.
"I was so weak from kidney trouble that ways of cleaning ribbon.
around
the
bottom."
all
frazzled
get
I could hardly walk a hundred feet. satisfactory way I have found is this:
Four bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy Lay the ribbon on a marble lavatory or a PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS LA GRIPPE.
cleared my complexion, cured my back- table covered with white oil cloth, or
The greatest system tonic in the world.
Pneumonia often follows la grippe but
ache and the irregularities disappeared, some such smooth surface. Scrnb It
never follows the use of Foley's Honey
and I can now attend to business every thoroughly with a brush (an old toothand Tar, for la
congbs and deep
day, and recommend Foley's Kidney brush will do) and a good white soap seated colds. grippe
but the
Refuse any
Sick Kidneys are positively cured by
and tepid water. When it is clean< bold
it
as
cured
me
to
all
sufferers,
Remedy
in the yellow package. F. A.
Bloodine.
after the doctors and other remedies it under the faucet and run cold water genuine

Beer drinkers and others who suffer
with Bright's Disase, Diabetes, Back
Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble
can be cured if they will take Bloodine
Blood and Kidney Tablets. 50 cents a
box, mailed by The Bloodine Co., Inc.,
Boston, Mass.

ts.

1908.

Gallagher and Dearborn,
Joseph Watson
Daniel Sargent

McKlnnon,

Pen Marquis
Cornélius Sullivan
Oatlno Paparato,

Gross Assets
Deduct Item* not

2813
13 W
11 72
14 67
12 92
13 59
13 34
15 71
14 67
14 42
13 58
13 59
13 34
9 01
12 47
12 09
7 72
12 09
7 47
12 09
7 47
13 46
8 84
13 16
8 84
12 09
7 47
12 09
7 47
29 45
17 31
5 00
11 44
9 58
8 59
8 59
12 21
8 34
22 40
16 09
11 44
8 94
7 44
8 96
13 03
12 41
15 54
15 04
15 04
15 04
14 53
15 04
17 80
9 21
15 15
11 71
10 21
10 74
697

·

73,583 be

?»

admitted

Admitted AsaeU

Sî'iîiSw

??Ϊ·5Ϊ5ΪΪ
®»ίί!'ΖΚ1ίί
Ϊ5Ϊ·*'$ 2}

LUbllltlea Dec
Net Unpaid Lossea
Unearned Premium
Caah CaplUl
Surplus over all Llabiiltlea

81,209.0
31,1908.

$6^41^04 12

SI'llS

-·
4J
M45JB8 12
.50,000 00
1,919,427 41

#6,841,834 3:
Total Llabilltlea and Surplua,
W. J. WHEELER A CO.. Agent*,
South
Parla, Maine.
5.7

of Md.

Deposit Co.
Fidelity and
BALTIflORE.
no.

ASSETS DEC.31,1908.

Real Patate,
Collateral Loan·,
Stocke ami Bonds
Cub In Ofllcc ami Bank
A (rent·' Balances
Intercut an<i Kent·,
All other Assets

φ 757,ΐΛ0 00
106,700 00
4,41s,>9 00
S50,jni ou
223,423 06

Gros» Asset·
Deduct Item· not

$6,166,648 97
43.3*27 37

2,9+4 01

li#,t»I 73

admitted

$<>,123,911 70
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1903.
$ «27,138 88
Net Unpaid Losses
911,584 15
Unearned Premiums
83,145 95
All other Liabilities
2,000,000 00
Cash capital
?J
2,501,064
all
over
Liabilities,
Surplus
Admitted Assets

$6,133,921 70
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
M. F. BART LETT, General Agent,
6-H
Watervllle, Maine.
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the laat
will and testament of
JOSEPH II. DAVIS, late of Woodstock.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said decease-!
for settle
are desired to present the same
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested le
make pavment Immediately.
JULIA DAVIS.
Jan. 19th, 1909.

NOTICE.
FALL· MUNICIPAL COURT,
The subscriber hereby give· notice that he
B. STEVENSON, BECOBDEB.
has t>een duly appointed administrator with
State τ·. JosepH Watson,
$ 18 81 the will annexed of the estate of
K1I.BON PERIIaM, late of Woodstock.
John Thatcher
17 19
15 03 In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Patsy Papasodcro,
All persons havlnx
11 65 bonds aa the law directs.
Ben
Edward H. Peters
10 41 demands against the estate of said deceased are
11 04 desired to present the same for settlement, and
Kennedy and fleafey,
16 18 all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
Kennedy and Slddafi,
11 72 ment Immediately.
Joeeph l'aradls
GEORGE W. Q. PERIIAM.
Jan. 19th, 1909.
12
31
Joseph Paradis,
Daniel Sarpent,
14 81
931
Watson,
Joeeph
NOTICE.
11 47
Joseph Watson
In the District Court of the United States for
Joe Gilbert,
10 45
Maine. In Bankruptcy.
the
District
of
10 45
Joe Yelbmert
10 67 In the matter of
Martin M.Moy,
)
GUY C. STANCHFIELD,
1119
Ben Marquis,
Bankruptcy,
of Rumford,
9H6
Ben Marquis
Reuben Dalley
16 03
To the creditors of Guv C. Stanchdeld, In
8 34 the Countv of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Willard G. Pratt,
Pearl Cole,
15 97
Notice fs hereby given that on the 6th day of
Albert Martin
14 15 Feb., A. D. 1909, tne said Guy C. Stanchdeld
16 54 was
Mike Gustaitls
duly abdicated bankrupt, and that the fir·!
meeting of his creditor· will be held at the office
BEFOBE NORWAY MUNICIPAL COUBT,
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
WILLIAM F. JONES, JUDOE.
I'arls, on the 24th day of Feb., A. D. 190», at
State vs. Fred C. Lorlng,
$ 15 17 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
23 60 said creditors may attend, prove their claim»,
Ebenezer Bragdon
10 84 appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
George Telbmert,
10 84 transact such otber business aa may properly
Wilfred Oullette,
31 95 come before said meeting.
Edward Flnnen
South Paris, Feb. ·, 19j9.
BEFOBE JAMES H. HARBOWS, TBIAL JUSTICE,
WALTER L.GRAT,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
Bethel.
BEFOBE

BUMFOBD

JAMES

Marquis,

You can be sure of the
whitest, lightest and most
wholesome bread at every

baking.

Here is a perfect flour made from rich Ohio
wheat which haa no superior for nutrition,
The wheat ia stored in tanka hermetically
aealed, and it is cleaned six timer, before
grinding. Tested every half hour to
inaure uniform quality, this flour ia
guaranteed to give abaoiute
satisfaction.

a

WilliamTell

SiVm

ANSTED ft BURK COMPANY, KOkn.
Spriaffwid, Oku

^ For Sale at Your Grocer Y

Ν. D. Bolster & Co.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Optioian.

{in

Bankrupt.)

State

vs.

$

George H. Seavey,

State

vs.

BEFOBK JOHN L.
State

BIDLON VILLE.
W. L. Martin,
Wm. McCsfferty,
Wm. McCafferty

vs.

BEFOBE MEBBITT
State

vs.

$

BUCKFIELD.
Ada Weldman,
Jesse Ε Fuller
Frank K. Davis

BKFORI CHABLES F.

State

·

12 29
M 14
5 04

WHITMAN, TRIAL JUSTICE,

SOUTH PABIS.
ts.

vs.

Chas. Bart let t,

$

10

COUBT,

Slddall

9

Dearborn
Rand

.........

...

....

Slddall

..

McPhee

McPnee

Kennedy,.
Kennedy,
Peters
J. and H. Wilson
Perry,
Perry

for Sale.
Shingle Machine with
wheel edger, wooden frame, saw 33
inches, practically new and capable
of cutting from 8 to 10 thousand
A Hall's

.....

McGee

McGee
McGee,

~

Marqule
West,

Dalley

Ross,
Laukshai
Laukshas„

shingles a day, so says F. L. Willis,
a practical mill man at West Paris.
Will be sold at a bargain for cash or
a good time note.
Enquire of Dr.
Ο. K. Yates, West Paris, Maine.

Loiter
Mc Anile
Bernstein
Etch les

.....

Antonio,
J. and H. Wilson
lfontlsano,

Paparato

MAT TBBM, 1908.

White,
Boss,
Davis,
Barrett,
Klaln,

"Governor Dlngley" or
leave Franklin
Wharf, Portland, week day· only at
7 P. M., for Boston.
"Ranaoui

...

—

.....

$

B.

Fuller"

Returning
Union Wharf, Boaton,
only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.

Leave

days

Freight

162
162
1140
14 43
ι r
149
116
162
24 42
SO 89
14 18
14 67
Π 70
SI 06
9 45

10 45

187

11 96
11M
U«

on

sale at

week

principal

rate· aa low aa otber linea.

J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool

162

1196
1186

Gilbert,
Yelbmert,
ts.

STATEROOMS «I.OO.

Stdamshipe

Through tloketa
871 railroad
atationa.

1198
11 98
19 34
162
2 12
2 12
2 12
2 12
1 62
1 62
1 62
162
162
1«ϊ
1 62
1 CI
3 24
1 62
162
162

.....

Shingle Machine

Portland Division.

FIRST CLASS F ABE fl.OO.

MITTIMUSSBe.

.......

NORWAY, MAINE.

Eastern SteafDShip Company.

718

..

Cook,
Paparato,....
West,
Antonio,.......................
Everett,
Yelbmert,
Losler,.........................

State

1010
17 69
11 38

PARSONS, TBIAL JUSTICE,

L. O. Irish,

State

|

HOWARD, TRIAL JUSTICE,

MABCII TEBM, 1908.

A

!

WADSWOBTH, TRIAL
JUSTICE, II IB AM.
Josephine and Hattle Wilson, $ 89 90
81 71
Joseph C. Meserve,
18 31
Moses J. Chapman,

BEFOBE LLEWELLYN A.

BEFOBK SUPREME JUDICIAL

MIND!

Keep

Heath A

State

MARCH TERM,
Wallace G. Everett

Cohen

court,

before supreme judicial

everywhere.
S5c., 5Oc., »ηΛ $1.00.
DR. J. f TiUC *, CO. Auburn, M·.

<& Co.
over it, and after pressing out tbe water Shurtleff
had failed." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
If run down, worn out, tire at leaat exMaine.
•outb. Parle.
by running the ribbon between thumb
Miss Dubley—She was braggin' about ertion, Bloodine la just what you need.
it
on
to
a
rack
and
smoothly
finger hang
Missionary—Can you give me any inhow successful her dinner party was.
formation about Deacon Jones
who drip and dry. It will need no pressing.
In
She said it wound up "with great
labored among your people three years Any but tbe most hopeless ribbon will
60 YEARS'
with its original eclaw." "What's "eclaw" anyway?"
and
be
clean
fresh,
When in want of anything in our linee give us a call.
ago?
EXPERIENCE
Miss Mugiey—Why, I guess that was
Cannibal—Well, the last I heard abont crispness.—Harper's Bazar.
the dessert. Didn't you ever eat a choWE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY. WE SELL
him he had gone into consumption.
A Hot Supper Dish.
colate eclaw?

PLEASE

health.
time"

of tbelr eyes.
They were naturally
puzzled nnd called îh.-ir futhcr to fee
When the specthe strange Right.
tacle maker looked through the glns:;e3
he was do l_>ss surprised than tlie
children had been. lie went Indoors
and thought tho matter over, and then
the idea occurred to him that he might
construct a curious new toy which
would give people a good deal of

In a board be bored a hole just large
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.'S.
Tees—You'll be all right if you can
enough for tbe bulled walnut to slip
through. Then, placing the not over the only cook.* You know they say the best
Are your Kidneys sick ?
hole, be struck one blow with hia hatch- way to reach a man's heart is through
The basket his stomach.
et and the bull was off.
If you want to get well and stay well
placed just under the board was filled
Jess—Yes, it will just be my luck to
well. The
He reach it with heartburn or some other you must make the Kidneya
very speedily with the bulled nuts.
most
the
are
two
tube
of
then washed them through
important organs
Kidneys
phase of dyspepsia.
water and spread them out to dry.
in the body ; they do the most work and
"But why did you propose to the girl as a
Removing bis pair of strong gloves, he
consequence get out of order
declared the job finished, ana I must say if you didn't care for her?"
quickest.
I
walnuts
cleanest
were
the
so
seemed
neatest,
they
"Well, the poor little thing
You cannot run a great piece of maever ate.
down at the loss of her pet puppy that I
felt
I must do something to cheer her up chinery without attention of some kind.
BIRTHDAY
CAKE.
THE
FOR
Neither can you expect to have good
cake I did not a bit."
a
In
know bow to put tbe candles on so as
Foley's
not to spoil the cake by the drippings of
wax.
1 finally discovered the following passages,

on "its tarty
The stitch to
is a bottle ol
TiW· BWr. 1rs ■
tome that enriches the
blood, assists digestion
and prevents many ol
the ailments so common
to childhood.

depends

years has been the old
It cures
ou sands ol homes.
lnJi^e;tion
Feverishncss. Indige?ti<
Costiveness. Feverishness.
and Headaches. Pleasant to take. As a
Worm Kxneller there is none better. Used
physicians. Sold
and endorsed by

allow such a suggestive occurThe Idea of the
rence to escape him.
lamp chimney almost Immediately
came into his bead, and In a short

you've read that

the stained bands and
Crabbe (book reviewer)—Yes, I had to.
ruined frocks of my childhood, my hus- Very realistic, wasn't it?
our
winter
band's mode of hulling
supMiss Yern—Nonsense! The dialogue
ply of walnuts was indeed a surprise to between the lovers was positively silly.

Remembering

Conrrr or Oxford.
Conrrr TuuDin'· omci,
Sooth Puis, Mala·, Jan. 98, 1909.
The following list containing the aggregate
as
amount of costs allowed In etch crlmlnaTc·*·
audited and allowed by the Supreme Judicial
Court and specifying toe court or nagUtrate
that allowed we sane and before whoa ue case
with the
originated Is pobllsbed tn compliance1*7
of the
of Chapter
provisions of Section ISState
of Maine.
Revised Statutes of the

Future

lor near];
stand-by

not

time his invention was perfected.
The teleacope owes its origin to a
The children of
similar occurrence.
a Dutch spectacle maker happened to
be playing one day with some of their
father's classes In front of the shop
door.
Placing two of the classes together, they peeped through them and
were exceedingly astonished to see
the weathercock of the neighboring
steeple brought within u short distance

ThmChlkP·

TRUE'S
ELIXIR

flask over différent articles.
Suddenly he placcd It upon the Hume
of the lamp, which Instantly shot up
the long circular neek of the flask
with increased brilliancy. Argand did

"Well, then,

^

Trade Mark

less oil

™ore;-®an°°}

HULLING

Q

th·
Anglo-Saxon· staggered In excitedly Origin of th· ArganW Lamp and
Telsseop·.
ailing oat for whisker, the Italians, on
being asked whether thev required anySome of oar most useful mechanical
thing to eat or drink, nnmbly replied: appliances owe tbelr existence to the
"Non mi biaogna niente. Orazie, tignore" ;
of children in fashioning
and it took some persuasion to make Ingenuity
Argand, who Inthem aocept even a cap of soon or some their playthings.
ο

Maternal and marital
tea or coffee.
affection came oat strong among these
poor women, and some seemed hysterical, almost bordering on insanity, when
they became temporarily separated from
their husbands or ohlldren. One woman
was in despair all night, fearjng something had happened to her better half,
who was only able to join her on the
Baltio early in the morning. The scene
was most touching when he did arrive.
Here was another great national contrast. One beard a good deal about the
probable total loss of passengers' baggage. Americans seemed to grudge
mostly the loss of jewelry, of money,

ocrons nix, ΐβοβ.
sut· fi. OoiMto.
Telbmert,
riBDCD,—
McCafferty,
BtltMi
Mutin ud Plante,
Doca·,

mm or maux·

SUGGESTED BY CHILDREN.

PUMBfm

An Ambiguity.
Winston Charchlll'c
English
deviled ham, a little candy, and crackers
reputation for wit is well known, and on
also made up many lunches.
like whey. Diabetes causes
one occasion he made a neat little joke precisely
Considering the fact that these chil- at the expense of a self-opinionated army a sweet, honey-like smell. Jaundice occeuts
or
dren spent ten, fifteen,
twenty
officer. The incident occurred during s casions a suiell of musk.
Smallpox
for lunch-some spent
dinner in South Africa, and Hr. Church- has a very strong and hideous smell.
the mothers do better than that, and
ill and the officer were seated side by
is like burning bones. Measles has
provide good, nourishing, attractive side. Throughout the meal tho lattei It
a smell as of fresh plucked feathers.
lunches for much less?
was airing hts views, until at last Mr.
"The fevers have the mot:f distincThese children, I noticed, were from
Churchill could stand it no longer. "Do
The odor of typhus Is
the working class; their fathers mad
he said quietly, "I met a tive odors.
know,"
you
money enough, but the r motberB hated man
who would gladly forfeit ammoniacal; that of intermittent is
to-day
du
to put up lunch, so shirked their
y.
pounds for the pleasure of being like fresh brown bread hot from the
Next term I shall form a club of fifty
able to kick you!"
oven; that of typhus Is musty, recallmothers and we will discuss the "lunch
nroblem to a flnieb. I shall make out
menus for lunches for their children
and their husbands, and encourage them
in the
to make provision for them
would be less
There
proper way.
trouble for the teacher at the aiter°°"°
session of school if the pupils were fed
properly; at least, I think so.

Urlc-O Is sold

bottle free.

—

Coldai Prevents Pneumonia

machine work and

skirt.
9. I have a perfect 1, 2, 3, 4, Β, 6 for
that 1, 2. 3; 4, 5. 6 Is not becoming to
new

personally recommended by F. Δ. Shurtleff
A Company.

KHITSHONEï^TAR
I

Apply.

every sufferer and let him test and try It to his
satisfaction. If you suffer from Rheumatism,
no matter what form, just cut this notice out of
the paper and send It, together with your name
and address, also the name of your Druggist, to

want

Frothingham,

W. 0.

(liven Free to All

If there are still any sufferer· from Rheumatism In this country or wherever this paper
reaches, that have not yet tried the wonderful
Rheumatic Remedy, Urlc-O, we want them to
We tirmly believe
try It row at our expense.
that there le not a case of Rheumatism In the
world that will not ylel<l to the wonderful effects

and

Best Wearing

Rubbers

Who

We a-k

GOODYEAR
Best

75-Cent Bottle

A

of Urie l), and we want to prove It to every
doubter beyond all possibility. The beet way to
do this Is to give a large bottle of this remedy to

All Work

OEMS,

me

ALL RHEUMATICS
INVITED TODAY

South Paris.
Weet Pari8

i

-Msiio
Mills.

19th,

March

TO TEST URIC-O FREE

A. C. Maxim,
Two

C.

2. Please 1. 2. 3. 4 B. G, 7, 8 cake to
that 1, 2. 3. 4, 5, 0, 7, 8 lady over there.
3. Eva asked her sisters 1, 2 8, 4, Β
β, 7, 8 a uew hat and they all went
after It 1. 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.
4. If I could hear you make your
1, 2, 3, 4 I am 5. β, 7, 8 It would give

1. 2, 3. 4, 6. 6, 7, 8.
ΙΟ Α. ». to 4 P. M.
0. Katie dropped her 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 doll
At Rumford, Friday, March 12th. and broke 1.8 1. 2, 3, 4 5 while ago.
6. Oh. Jeunle! about the ribbon I
Eyes examined free and all Glasses asked you 1, 2. 3; please 4, 5, 6 It if
warranted satisfactory.
you don't 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
7. Look at the 1. 2. 3 my 4, Β, β; It
At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
has not looked ho beautiful this 1, 2, 8,
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.
4. B", 6.
8. I wish you to 1, 2, 3, 4, B, 6, 7 the
idea of having 1 2, 3, 4, Β β, 7 your

your self.
I am agent for SUCRENE Dairy
Feed and SCHUMACHER Stock

and cannot be

over

F. Ridlon's grocery store» Main St.,

cheaper than any other mill in town.
Call and get my prices and convince

Feed.

Norway office

tlelpful

Dumpling.

Oculist,

handling

Democrat, South Parte, *·.

No. 389.—Numerical Enigma.
Y'li t will that old 1, 2, 8
4, 5, « If :»;· i.; Itu-ky enough to hit the
·'
1. 2. 3, 4. Γ
r ;t»t. tfirget.
An:i\ver.
1. Little <\ity was so 1, 2, 3 4, 5, 6,
1. 2. 3, 4. ô. ti used to call her Dame

Dr. Austin Tenney,

To the Horse and Dairy Men!

«WSBSTiffiS"JïMKffK
COL^rToxftml

Example

the imparities from the mtem,
The sorest, quickest, safest cold remedy known. Thev drive all
like magic. Nothing hike the
reliev e congestion of throat and head, and the cold disappears
whole system right. A few
the
"
L. F
Medicine for cleansing bowels and blood and putting
Γ
it.
Will
do
·ι
cento
doses
G<t m totllc today. 35

%

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

the "Republic'*"
Behaved.

How

to

close

ON

—

Carpets

odd patterns and clean

out

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE,

NORWAY,
ECZEMA fivRto

ANY
.'

lui

HS.T ΙΊΜ

C.V.N

Piool I

PURIFINA

by
Supply you. Sc. tilt Kree.
ψUWTIMA. lb* VaHl cur.

